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Annotation 
 
This bachelor paper deals with adverbial clauses in academic style. It examines the 

adverbial clauses occurrence and concentrates on forms and functions they have in a 

sentence. The main attention is paid to time, reason, condition and concessive clauses. 

The theoretical part focuses mainly on the basic features of adverbial clauses, the 

structural types and syntactic functions. Furthermore, it defines individual semantic 

roles of adverbial clauses. In the analytical part, the samples of adverbial clauses taken 

from academic style are examined in regard to their function, form and the use of 

subordinators. At the same time, adverbial clauses are investigated in the point of the 

given functional style.  
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Abstrakt  
Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá příslovečnými větami v odborném stylu. Zkoumá 

četnost výskytů příslovečných vět a hodnotí především v jaké formě se vyskytují a 

jakou mají funkci ve větě. Hlavní pozornost je věnována větám časovým, příčinným, 

podmínkovým a přípustkovým. Teoretická část se zaměřuje především na základní 

vlastnosti příslovečných vět, strukturní typy a syntaktické funkce. Dále vymezuje 

jednotlivé sémantické role příslovečných vět. V analytické části jsou zkoumány vzorky 

příslovečných vět získaných z odborného stylu s ohledem na jejich funkci, formu a užití 

podřadicích spojek. Příslovečné věty jsou zároveň zkoumány z hlediska daného 

funkčního stylu. 
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1. Introduction 
 This bachelor paper concentrates on the use of adverbial clauses in academic 

style. The main aim is to state the occurrence of individual semantic types of adverbial 

clauses occurring in academic style with the focus on clauses of time, reason, condition 

and concession. Further, this thesis examines the frequency of structural types and 

syntactic functions of adverbial clauses. Subsequently, on the basis of the Biber et al’s 

statement, this paper verifies whether conditional and concessive clauses belong to the 

top three most frequent adverbial clauses that occur in academic style. The secondary 

objective of this paper is to examine whether the theoretical features of adverbial 

clauses correspond to those in academic style. The theory is applied to the analysis itself 

in order to analyze the semantic roles of adverbial clauses, their form, function, the use 

of subordinators and other aspects expressed in theory, with respect to academic style. 

 The thesis is divided into two main parts, a theoretical and an analytical part. 

The theoretical part further consists of four main chapters and several subchapters. First 

of all the second chapter is devoted to the types of subordinate clauses and their main 

features. Then, the third chapter pays attention to the main characteristics and properties 

of adverbial clauses and their structural types. Hereafter, the fourth chapter outlines the 

syntactic functions of adverbial clauses with the focus on adjuncts and disjuncts. The 

chapter closing the theoretical part, the fifth, is dedicated to the individual semantic 

roles of adverbial clauses that occurred in academic style with regard mainly to their 

syntactic function and structural type.  

 The analytical part begins with the sixth chapter that describes basic features of 

academic style. Moreover, this chapter states the source for the corpus, hypothesis and 

methodology. The seventh chapter introduces the analysis where the individual 

semantic roles of adverbial clauses are examined and their syntactic functions, structural 

types and the use of subordinators are interpreted with respect to the given functional 

style. Concurrently, other theoretical aspects taken from the theory are analyzed and 

questionable examples commented. The last subchapter of the seventh chapter, where 

the analysis results are summarized, closes the whole analytical part of this thesis.  
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2. Subordinate clause 
 

To begin this paper, it may be convenient to say to which functional group 

adverbial clauses belong. Therefore the phenomenon of subordinate clauses and their 

functional classification are in this chapter briefly specified. 

2.1 Characteristics of subordinate clause 
 

Quirk et al state that unlike in coordination, where constituents are at the same 

level, subordination constituents form a hierarchy in which a subordinate part of the 

sentence is constituent of the superordinate part. (1985, p. 918) In other words in the 

process of subordination, “clauses are put together one inside the other to make 

complex sentences.” (Newby, 1987, p. 70) So unlike main clause, which is independent 

and can stand alone, subordinate clause is part of another clause, is dependent on a main 

clause and cannot stand alone as a sentence. (Leech, 1991, p. 452) Another major type 

of multiple sentences is compound sentence (Quirk et al., 1985, p. 987) that has two or 

more clauses with the same weight. (Newby, 1987, p. 70) 

2.2 Functional classification of subordinate clause 
 

Subordinate clauses may be divided into groups according to the function they 

have in the sentence. Quirk et al say that the main functional categories of subordinate 

clauses are nominal, adverbial, relative and comparative clauses. (1985, p. 1047)  

Biber et al have similar opinion but add reporting and comment clauses. (1999, p. 193 – 

197) Alexander distinguishes only noun (nominal), relative and adverbial clauses. 

(1988, p. 13) This paper follows the division and terminology of Quirk et al as it seems 

to be very detailed and logical. Nominal clauses are usually introduced by a wh-word, if 

or that and they take the role of a noun or a noun phrase. (Broughton, 1990, p.177) 

Quirk et al claim nominal clauses to fall into six major categories: that-clauses, 

interrogative, exclamative, nominal relative, to-infinitive and -ing clauses. (1985, p. 

1048 - 1049) Relative clauses “postmodify nouns or noun groups” (Broughton, 1990, p. 

271) and add extra information about them in the main clause. Leech says that they are 

introduced mainly by relative pronouns who, which and that. (1991, p. 410) About 

comparative clauses Quirk et al say that proposition in main and comparative clause is 

compared by using the comparative items such as –er, more, less or worse. (1984, p. 

765) Leech states that comparative clauses begin either with as or than. (1991, p. 86)  
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3. Adverbial clause   
 

This chapter pays attention to adverbial clauses, their characterization and a 

general description. Further, syntactic functions and structural types of adverbial clause 

are briefly defined.  

3.1 Characteristics and basic properties of adverbial clause 
 

In this subchapter, it is specified what an adverbial clause is and describes its 

main properties. Further, basic differences from easily interchangeable nominal clauses 

are provided. Adverbial clauses are used similarly as adverbials (Biber et al., 1999, p. 

194) and they may be identified in the same way as adverbials by asking and answering 

the questions “when?”, “where?”, “how?”, “why?” and so on. (Alexander, 1988, p. 

24) In Leech’s words “adverbial clause is a subordinate clause which acts as an 

adverbial part of another clause”. (1991, p. 26) Quirk et al add that adverbial clauses 

function mainly as adjuncts and disjuncts and to be more explicit they often are like 

prepositional phrases. (1985, p. 1048) Syntactic functions of adverbial clauses are going 

to be specified in detail later in chapter 4.  

Adverbial clauses are usually marked by a subordinator that indicates the 

relationship to the main clause (Biber et al, 1999, p. 194). According to the relationship 

and the meaning that subordinators denote, semantic roles of adverbial clauses may be 

determined. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1077) Semantic roles of adverbial clauses are going to 

be described in great detail in chapter 5. The position of adverbial clauses is usually 

either initial or final and only a small number of adverbial clauses has a medial position. 

(Biber et al, 1999, p. 830). Quirk et al add that if adverbial clause is placed initially, it is 

then separated from the main clause by punctuation. (1985, p. 1072) 

As interrogative and nominal relative clauses may sometimes appear to be 

similar to adverbial clauses, it may be useful to distinguish the difference between them. 

Yes-no and alternative interrogative clauses are usually introduced by if (Quirk et al, 

1985, p. 1053) as well as some adverbial clauses so it is necessary to avoid ambiguity 

by using rather whether or preposition in case of interrogative clauses. (Dušková, 1994, 

p. 603) Nominal relative clauses may refer to objects, even to persons, and have some of 

the properties of a noun phrase consisting of a head and a postmodifying relative clause. 

(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1047) They resemble wh-interrogative clauses because they are 
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also introduced by a wh-element. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1056) To show the hardly 

noticeable difference, the following examples of adverbial clause (1), interrogative 

clause (2, 3), nominal relative clause (4) and also relative clause (5) are put forward:  
 

1. I’ll tell you later, if I can find the time. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1054) 
2. See if he's got a tongue. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 690) 
3. I am wondering where to put my coat. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1052) 
4. Macy’s is where I buy my clothes. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1056) 
5. This is the place where I grew up. (Alexander, 1991, p. 22) 

 
 

The first example is an adverbial conditional clause in contrast with the second 

example (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1054), an interrogative clause, where if may be 

substituted by whether without changing the meaning. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 690) The 

third example is an infinitive wh-clause and the fourth is nominal relative clause where 

Macy’s can be paraphrased as the place modified by a relative clause where I buy my 

clothes. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1056) The last example is relative clause which defines or 

modifies the place. (Alexander, 1988, p. 22) So in order to identify adverbial clauses 

well, it is necessary to be aware of all properties of the clauses explained above.  
 

3.2 Structural types of adverbial clause 
In this subchapter, structural types of adverbial clause are defined. Adverbial as 

well as other clauses may operate in three structural types: finite, non-finite and verbless 

clauses. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 992) The main criterion for this classification is based on 

what kind of verb phrase acts as its verb element. (Leech, Svartvik, 1993, p.213) In the 

following three subchapters, individual structural types are explained. 
 

3.2.1 Finite clause 

Finite clauses are such clauses whose verb element is a finite verb phrase. 

(Leech, Svartvik, 1993, p. 213) Jacobs remarks that they are with either a modal or a 

verb in present or past tense. (1995, p. 81) Finite adverbial clauses generally require a 

subordinator and contain an overtly stated subject. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 826 - 827) 

Eastwood adds that subject may be sometimes left out to avoid repetition. (1995, p. 319) 

Downing, Locke illustrate an adverbial finite clause by this example: 
 
While most people enjoy an occasional holiday, not many are able to 
indulge to the extent that my neighbor does. (1992, p. 289) 
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3.2.2 Non-finite clause 

A verb element in non-finite clauses is in a non-finite form. Leech, Svartvik 

divide non-finite clauses into four groups: -ing participle clauses (ing-clauses), -ed 

participle clauses (ed-clauses), to-infinitive clauses and bare infinitive clauses 

(infinitive without to). Bare infinitive clauses are much less common than to-infinitive 

clauses. (1993, p. 213 – 214) Only a small percentage of non-finite clauses actually 

include subordinator so non-finite adverbial clauses often lack the clarity of relationship 

with the main clause. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 827) Biber et al also say that non-finite 

clauses frequently lack an explicit subject, are more compact and less explicit than finite 

clauses. (1999, p. 198) To illustrate, three examples of ing-clause, to-infinitive clause 

and ed-clause could be seen there: 
 
While not wanting to seem obstinate, I insisted on a definite reply. 
(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1097) 
 

She winked at me as if to say that I shouldn’t say anything. (Quirk et 
al, 1985, p. 1110) 
 

He slept while stretched out on the floor. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1078) 
 

3.2.3 Verbless clause 

These are clauses that contain no verb element and often also no subject. (Leech, 

Svartvik, 1993, p. 214) Such clauses can usually be related to finite clauses with the 

verb be, apart from expressions such as if possible or if necessary that have the same 

subject as the main clause. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 201) Quirk et al add that if there is no 

subject it is assumed to be identical in reference to the subject of the superordinate 

clause, such as in this example of verbless adverbial clause: 
 

The oranges, when ripe, are picked and sorted mechanically.  
(= when they are ripe) (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1121) 
 

To sum up this chapter, it outlines what an adverbial clause is, its main 

properties and differences with similar clauses, mainly nominal wh-clauses. Then, 

structural types of adverbial clauses are explained as finite, non-finite and verbless 

clauses. The following chapter deals with syntactic functions of adverbial clauses. 
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4. Syntactic functions of adverbial clause 
 
 

This chapter discusses syntactic functions of adverbial clauses. It is only a 

general description as it is going to be specified in greater detail in particular semantic 

roles of adverbial clauses in chapter 5. As it was said earlier, adverbial clauses have the 

same function as adverbials (Dušková, 1994, p. 627) that are in Quirk’s view adjuncts, 

subjuncts, disjuncts and conjuncts. But adverbial clauses function mainly as adjuncts 

and disjuncts (1985, p. 1068) that is why this paper concentrates mainly on these two. 

Biber et al prefer using different classification of adverbials that are: circumstance 

adverbials (adjuncts), stance adverbials (disjuncts) and linking adverbials (conjuncts). 

Subjuncts are not classified by them. (1999, p. 763) This paper, however, follows 

Quirk’s system as it seems to be very detailed, clear and suitable for this paper. Biber et 

al claim that functions of adverbials, similarly as adverbial clauses, are to add 

information about the proposition in the clause, to express opinion towards the clause or 

to link the clause to other unit of discourse. (1999, p. 762 - 763)  

Conjuncts are peripheral to the clause to which they are attached and not much 

adverbial clauses function as conjuncts. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1068 – 1069) Their main 

function is to state the speaker/writer’s perception of the relationship between two units 

of discourse. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 875) The examples of to-infinitive clauses 

functioning as conjuncts may be: to begin or to sum up. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1069) 

Subjuncts are generally not realized by clauses except viewpoint subjuncts. The 

verbs in the clauses constitute a restricted semantic set, principally be concerded and go 

(only in the finite clauses as far as...and so far as...). (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1069)  

Quirk et al say that adjuncts denote circumstances of the situation in the main 

clause and can be divided into predication and sentence adjuncts. (1985, p. 1070 - 1074) 

Biber et al claim that adjuncts add information about the action happening in the main 

clause and we may identify them by asking questions such as how, when, where, why 

etc. (1999, p. 763) Therefore e. g. adverbial clauses of time are all adjuncts because they 

answer the question when. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1078) Quirk and Greenbaum consider 

adjuncts to be equally important with elements such as subjects or objects. (1990, p. 

181) The first type, a predication adjunct clause, is usually positioned finally but 

sometimes it is fronted for rhetorical purposes. Quirk et al say that predication adjuncts 

resemble direct objects and subject complements and may provide complementation for 
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the verbs in the SVA type (subject-verb-adverbial) or function as the adverbial in the 

SVOA type (subject-verb-object-adverbial). A sentence adjunct clause, the second type 

of adjunct, is more mobile than predication adjunct clauses because they are not 

dependent on the predication so they may appear initially, finally and occasionally 

medially. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1074 - 1075) Sentence adjuncts are relatively peripheral 

and are not bound to the verb element so they can be separated from the rest of the 

clause by a comma. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 512) Čáňová as well as Quirk et al also say 

that adjunct clauses can be the focus of a cleft sentence, a question or negation. 

(Čáňová, 2001, p. 14; Quirk et al, 1985, 1071) In Quirk et al’s view adjunct clauses are 

more usual in a final position. (1985, p. 1070) The examples of a predication and 

sentence adjunct clauses may be following: 
 

Your coat is where you left it. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1074) 

As he ran towards the beach, it started to rain. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 
1075) 

  

The first sentence is an example of predication adjunct clause complementing 

the verb be in the SVA type. The second example is sentence adjunct clause, positioned 

initially to show it is able to be in that position. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1074 – 075) 

Disjuncts unlike adjuncts comment on the style or form of what is said in the 

main clause (style disjuncts) or on its content (content disjunct). (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 

1070) In other words they convey speakers’ comments on what they are saying 

(content) or how they are saying it (style). (Biber et al, 1999, p. 764) So disjuncts may 

be classified as either style or content disjunct according to the role they have in the 

sentence. Style disjuncts can be distinguished by the fact that they imply a verb of 

speaking and subject I and are more peripheral than content disjuncts. (Quirk et al, 

1985, 1072) See the examples of content and style disjuncts: 
 

Elizabeth enjoyed last night’s concert although part of the 
programme included Wagner.  
 

Elizabeth enjoyed last night’s concert, since her brother told me so.  
(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1072) 

 

The first example, a content disjunct clause, refers to the content of the main 

clause whereas the second example, a style disjunct clause, refers to the speaker’s 
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motivation for the assertion and the more peripheral status is obvious. (Quirk et al, 

1985, p. 1072 – 1073)  

Finite adjunct and disjunct clauses may share the same subordinator and position 

so the syntactic difference does not manifest the difference. Quirk et al explain that the 

main difference between them is that disjuncts are peripheral to the clause to which they 

are attached, so they do not allow a number of syntactic processes that reflect a measure 

of integration within the superordinate clause. (1985, p. 1070) Quirk and Greenbaum 

possess a similar opinion that disjuncts unlike adjuncts have a superior role to sentence 

element and are detached from and superordinate to the rest of the sentence. (1990, p. 

181)  

To repeat, this chapter outlines syntactic functions of adverbial clauses which 

are similar to of adverbials, mainly adjuncts and disjuncts.  

5. Semantic roles of adverbial clause 
 

This chapter specifies what a semantic role of adverbial clause is and provides 

its division. Then, the difference between semantic roles of adverbial clause is described 

and one subordinator illustrated by examples. Moreover, the semantic roles of adverbial 

clause in terms of their syntactic functions and structural types are presented. Four 

semantic roles of adverbial clause are described in detail and other important for the 

research are covered briefly. As other parts of the theory, the chapter of semantic roles 

follows Quirk et al’s terminology for the same reasons as mentioned earlier and 

therefore their theoretical approaches predominate. But comparison with other 

approaches of grammarians is certainly not missing. 

When the semantic role of adverbial clause is being examined, its meaning and 

relationship to the main clause is dealt with. As the semantic analysis of adverbial 

clauses may seem simple because individual semantic roles are usually introduced by a 

couple of subordinators, it is usually not and it may even be very problematic. As Quirk 

et al point out, one subordinator may introduce clauses with different meanings and 

some clauses even combine meanings. (1985, p. 1077) One of the most problematic 

subordinators that may give rise to ambiguity, as, is illustrated by the following three 

examples: 

She kept her head down as she spotted the newsmen. (Biber et al, 
1999, p. 847) 
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She cooks a turkey as her mother did. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1110) 
 

As I drove away, I saw them waving goodbye. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 
1078) 

  

In the first sentence, as expresses the reason so it can be replaced with because 

and it implies that the reason she kept her head down was because she spotted the 

newsmen. The second sentence denotes the clause of similarity and comparison and it 

implies that she cooks a turkey in a way that is similar to the way that her mother did. 

The last sentence begins with the clause of time where as expresses the same meaning 

as subordinator when. So it is clear now that when identifying semantic roles of 

adverbial clauses we cannot rely only on subordinator but also on the meaning of the 

whole sentence and its context.  

As for the semantic classification, there are various approaches and views on this 

topic but the differences among them are not so essential. For example clauses of time, 

place, reason and condition are used by all studied grammarians, such as Biber et al 

(1999, p. 818 – 819), Eastwood (1995, p. 327), Leech (1991, p. 26 – 27), Close (1975, 

p. 56 – 63) and so on. Quirk et al. distinguish these as well and add adverbial clauses of 

contingency, concession, conditional-concessive, contrast, exception, purpose, result, 

similarity and comparison, proportion, preference and comment clauses. (Quirk et al., 

1985, p. 1078 – 1112) But they do not use clauses of manner which are used by all other 

grammarians, for example by Alexander. But it appears that manner clauses are in fact 

the same as clauses of similarity and comparison used by Quirk et al. (Quirk et al, 1985, 

p.1110; 1972, p. Alexander, 1988, p. 25 – 26) With regard to Quirk et al’s clauses of 

similarity and comparison, Alexander’s clauses of comparison are different in using 

subordinators such as than or as.....as. This distinction of Alexander’s comparison 

clauses corresponds to Quirk’s comparative clauses which are not considered to be 

adverbial clauses. Moreover, Alexander does not distinguish clauses of proportion that 

Quirk et al do. (Alexander, 1988, p. 29; Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1110 - 1111; 1127)   

Another difference may be the fact that Quirk et al’s concession clauses are 

sometimes by Zandvoort and Alexander called contrast clauses so they do not use any 

contrast clauses as a single semantic role. (Zandvoort, 1972, p. 219; Alexander, 1988, p. 

26; Quirk et al, 1097 – 1102) Close has in his division of semantic roles qualifying 

clause which is not used by other grammarians. (Close, 1975, p. 66) Preference clauses 
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are used only by Quirk et al and Biber et al and comment clauses are used only by 

Quirk et al and Eastwood. (Quirk et al, 1985, 1111 – 1112; Eastwood, 1995, p. 332; 

Biber et al, 1999, p. 819) Dušková’s point of view on this subject differs only in the fact 

that she divides manner clauses into the subcategories of comparative clauses 

introduced by either as, as if, as though or that after correlative so. (1994, p. 630 - 632) 

These are some of the main differences in semantic roles approaches of adverbial 

clauses.  

5.1 Semantic roles of chosen adverbial clauses 
 

This subchapter provides a detailed description of four semantic roles of 

adverbial clauses. The reasons for choosing only four are that conditional and 

concessive clauses appear in the hypothesis based on the Biber et al’s view (chapter 6.2) 

and time and reason clauses are between the two most frequent in academic style. 

Therefore they are important for the analysis.  
 

5.1.1 Conditional clause 

Firstly, the adverbial conditional clause is examined. Conditional clause 

expresses cause and a consequence relationship and it is about the possibility of the 

main clause implementation depending on the condition fulfillment expressed in the 

subordinate clause. (Dušková, 1994, p. 638) Alexander says that a condition is 

something that has to be fulfilled before something else happens. The conditional 

clauses after if are about event that can or might occur or might have occurred. (1988, 

p.273) Eastwood adds that conditional clauses are used for example when somebody 

wants to advice, criticize, offer, request etc. (1995, p. 334) Quirk et al state that 

conditional clauses may express either direct or indirect condition. A direct condition 

conveys that the situation in the main clause is directly contingent on a conditional 

clause. Moreover, a direct condition may be either open or hypothetical. Open 

conditions are neutral and do not answer the question of fulfillment of the condition. 

(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1088 – 1091) See the example of a direct condition: 
 

Read the paper if you don't believe me! (Biber et al, 1999, p. 819) 
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 This example of a direct open condition leaves unresolved whether the hearer 

believes the speaker and therefore it is unresolved whether the hearer will read the paper 

or not.  

A hypothetical condition conveys the speaker’s belief that the condition will not 

be fulfilled, is not fulfilled or was not fulfilled. So the precise formulation of speaker’s 

belief depends on the time reference. The distinction between an open and a 

hypothetical condition is important because verbs in hypothetical conditions are 

backshifted. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1091) And the difference between the tense and 

modality is important: present tense + will for future reference, past tence + would for 

present reference or past perfect tense + would have for past reference. (Alexander, 

1988, p. 273) 

They would be here with us if they had the time. (Quirk et al, 1985, 
p. 1091) 

 

This example of a direct hypothetical condition conveys that “they are not here 

with us because they probably don’t have time”. There is the use of past tense and 

modal verb would so the reference is present.  

On the other hand, an indirect condition is much less used than a direct 

condition and is not related to the situation in the main clause. Direct if-clauses function 

as adjuncts and indirect conditions function as style disjuncts. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 

1089) 

 Biber et al possess a similar opinion as Quirk et al and divide conditional clauses 

into three categories: open (often called real), hypothetical (often called unreal) and 

rhetorical. Rhetorical clause is combined with the main clause and makes a strong 

assertion. These are used by Quirk et al as well but they are not about to be described as 

they are not important for the research part of the paper. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 819; 

Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1094) Eastwood on the other hand divides conditional clauses only 

into open and unreal conditions according to what degree of reality they express. (1995, 

p. 334) The difference between a direct and an indirect condition together with the 

syntactic function and form is shown on the following examples:  
 

If you put the baby down, she’ll scream.  

She’s far too considerate, if I may say so. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1089)  
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 The first example is a direct condition that functions as an adjunct. The 

prediction “she will scream” depends on the fulfillment of the condition “your putting 

the baby down” so the condition is related to the main clause. In the second example, 

the condition is indirect and dependent on the implicit speech act of the utterance: “I’m 

telling you, if I may, that she’s far too considerate”. And as the indirect clause 

comments on the style of what is said in the main clause it is a style disjunct. Both these 

clauses are finite.  

 The two basic subordinators are if and unless (negative subordinator) and other 

subordinators may be: as long as, in case, provided, given (that) etc. These are used 

with finite clauses. The subordinator as long as may imply both condition and time. 

(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1083) Non-finite and verbless clauses are introduced only by if 

and unless. With ing-participle clauses they are marginally acceptable. (Quirk et al, 

1985, p. 1089 – 1090) The example of non-finite and verbless clause is shown here:  
 

The grass will grow more quickly if watered regularly.  

Marion wants me to type the letter if possible. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 
1090) 

 

The first example is the non-finite ed-clause using the subordinator if. The 

second shows that the implied subject is the whole main clause: “Marion wants me to 

type the letter if it is possible for me to type the letter”. (Quirk et al, 1985, 1090) 

 To sum up this subchapter, a conditional clause expresses cause and a 

consequence relationship and may be either direct (that may be open or hypothetical) or 

indirect. Direct conditional clauses function as adjuncts whereas indirect conditional 

clauses as style disjuncts. 
 

5.1.2 Concessive clause 

Dušková says that a concessive clause expresses the negation of the condition 

contained in the subordinate clause. (1994, p. 642) Quirk et al agree that a concessive 

clause implies the contrast between the main and subordinate clause and add that they 

indicate the situation in the main clause to be contrary the expectation of what is said in 

a concessive clause. It is usually a matter of choice which clause is made subordinate. 

(1985, p. 1097 - 1098) The typical example of finite concessive clause is following: 
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Though I felt sorry for him, I was secretly pleased that he was having 
difficulties. (Alexander, 1988, p. 27) 
 

 This example shows the contrast between the concessive and main clause. The 

speaker felt both sorry and pleased that the person they are talking about is having 

difficulties. As the concessive clause comments on the content of what is said in the 

main clause and is peripheral to the clause to which it is attached, it functions as a 

content disjunct, as well as most of the other concessive clauses. The form of this 

example is finite.  

 Concessive clauses are mainly introduced by although or more informal variant 

though. Other subordinators may be: even though, whereas, while etc. The concessive 

subordinators may introduce –ing, -ed and verbless clauses, as in the following 

examples: (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1097)  
 

Though well over eighty, he can walk faster than I can.  

While not wanting to seem obstinate, I insisted on a definite reply. 
(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1097) 
 

 The fist example is a verbless clause and the second a non-finite ing-clause and 

they both function as content disjuncts.  

 To summarize, a concessive clause implies the contrast between a main and a 

concessive clause and functions syntactically as a content disjunct.  
 

5.1.3 Reason clause 

 Alexander claims that reason clauses answer the question “why?” and may be 

introduced by because, as, seeing or since. (1988, p. 26) Quirk et al add that they may 

be sometimes introduced also by prepositional phrases because of, due to, owing to etc. 

but they are considered to be stylistically clumsy because of their length. Great attention 

should be paid to the subordinator as because this could make a connection between 

reason and time relationship. (1985, p. 1105 - 1106) Quirk and Greenbaum remark that 

because-clauses are adjuncts but when positioned finally they are sometimes disjuncts. 

As-clauses and since-clauses are disjuncts. (1973, p. 327) Alexander adds that when 

either the reason or the main clause is desired to be emphasized, it is in the final 

position. (1988, p. 26) In Quirk and Greenbaum’s view reason clauses may be either 

direct or indirect. A direct reason may convey a main clause relationship of cause and 
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effect (the perception of an inherent objective connection), reason and consequence (the 

speaker’s inference of a connection), motivation and result (the intention of an animate 

being that has a subsequent result) or circumstance and consequence (a combination of 

reason and condition assumed to be filled or about to be filled). (1990, p. 322) Quirk et 

al say that most subordinators in direct clause introduce content disjuncts. (1985, p. 

1106) The examples expressing a direct reason are presented below: 
 

The flowers are growing so well because I sprayed them. 

She watered the flowers because they were dry. 

I watered the flowers because my parents told me to do so.  

Since the weather has improved, the game will be held as planned. 
(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1103 – 104) 

 

 The first example is a clause of cause and effect functioning as a content disjunct 

where “The reason that the flowers are growing so well is that I sprayed them.” The 

second sentence expresses reason and consequence where “The reason that she watered 

the flowers was that they were dry.” This clause as well as the third functions as a 

predication adjunct in the SVOA type. The third example is motivation and result 

clause where the speaker’s motivation for watering the flowers was that his parents told 

him to do so. The last example is circumstance and consequence where “The reason 

that the game will be held as planned is that the weather has improved.” (Quirk et al, 

1985, p. 1103 - 1104) Because it is a since-clause, it functions as a content disjunct. All 

these examples are finite. 

On the other hand the use of an indirect reason is more peripheral than that of a 

direct reason and is not related to the situation in the main clause. It is rather a 

motivation for the implicit speech act of the utterance. Since and because are the most 

common subordinators for an indirect clause and their function is usually a style 

disjunct. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1104) See the example of an indirect reason: 
 

Vanessa is your favourite aunt, because your parents told me so. 
(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1104) 
 

 This example of an indirect reason expresses that “Since your parents told me 

so, I can say that Vanessa is your favourite aunt”. As this clause comment on the style 
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or form of what is said in the main clause and it is a because-clause in the final position, 

this clause functions as a style disjunct.  

 Leech shows the example of non-finite clause, more precisely ing-clause without 

a subordinator, as follows:  
 

Being a teacher, I believe in higher standards of education.  
(= because I am a teacher) (1991, p. 27) 

 

To provide a short summary, a reason clause answers the question why and may 

express either a direct or an indirect reason. Direct reason clauses introduced by as and 

since function as a content disjunct, an indirect reason as a style disjunct and the 

because-clause as an adjunct unlike the final because-clause that usually functions as a 

disjunct. 
 

5.1.4 Time clause 

 The last semantic role described in detail is a time clause. Alexander states that 

time clauses answer the question “when?” and may be introduced mainly by when, 

after, as, as long as, as soon as, once, since, while etc. (1988, p. 24) These 

subordinators may sometimes combine meanings, e.g. the subordinator as long as may 

imply both time and condition. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1083) Čáňová says that a time 

clause is used to say when something happens by referring to a time period or another 

event. (2001, p. 50) Quirk et al say that a time clause relates its situation to the situation 

in the main clause. The time of the main clause may be previous, subsequent or 

simultaneous with the time of adverbial clause. (1985, p. 1080) Dušková as well as 

Quirk et al explain that subordinators may introduce different time relationships. 

Subordinators as, as long as, when or while indicate the simultaneity; until or before 

indicate that the situation in the main clause occurred before than that in the time clause, 

and once, after or when indicate that the situation in the main clause occurs after that in 

the time clause. So the subordinator when may introduce both simultaneous and 

subsequent relationship. (Dušková, 1994, p. 628; Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1080 - 1084) 

When the time clause refers to the time that will happen in the future, we use the present 

simple or present perfect tense in the subordinate clause. So in a time clause the future 

tense cannot be used. (Alexander, 1988, p. 24) 
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With regard to the structural types of time clauses, non-finite ed-clauses may use 

e. g. when or once as well as ing-clauses that may moreover use while or after. Finite 

time clauses may be used with the subordinators after, as, once, when, while or as long 

as. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1078)  

As for the syntactic function of time clauses they are all adjuncts and they often 

appear initially and occasionally medially so they are often sentence adjuncts. (Quirk et 

al, 1985, p. 1080) The following examples show how subordinators may distinguish the 

time relationship with the main clause with regard to their syntactic function and 

structure: 

They arrived while I was sunbathing.  

Be careful when crossing the streets. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1083) 
 

 Both these examples denote simultaneity. The subordinator while in the first 

clause denotes both simultaneity and duration because the time clause is durative 

whereas the main clause is not. So the speaker was sunbathing long time and during this 

activity, they arrived. The subordinator where, in the second example, implies 

simultaneity because the time clause situation is durative and when is synonymous with 

wherever. As for their syntactic function and structural type, the first clause is 

predication adjunct and its form is finite whereas the second example is a sentence 

adjunct and it is a non-finite ing-clause.  
 

We’ll eat once I finish preparing the meal. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 
1084) 
 

I hit him back when he hit me. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1085) 
 
 

 These examples denote the subsequent time relationship. In the first example 

this relationship could be easily identified thanks to the subordinator once that indicates 

the proximity in the time of the two situations. So the first action is preparing the meal 

and then the eating follows. The second example indicates an implication of cause so 

because he hit me I hit him back. Both examples are predication adjuncts because of the 

verb complementation and their forms are finite.  

 To sum up the key points of this subchapter, a time clause answers the question 

when and relates its situation to the situation in the main clause to which it may be 
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previous to, subsequent to or simultaneous with. All time clauses are adjuncts and as 

they appear mainly initially they are mostly sentence adjuncts.  

5.2 Semantic roles of other adverbial clauses  
 In this subchapter clauses of purpose, similarity, comparison, comment, contrast 

and result are going to be described very briefly. The reason for only a short description 

is that they are not so frequent in academic style and also there is not enough space to 

describe them all in detail. The remaining adverbial clauses: place, contingency, 

conditional-concessive, exception, proportion, and preference clause do not occur in 

academic style at all therefore this paper does not deal with them. For further 

information about these clauses see Quirk el al (1985) on pages 1086 – 1111. 

 The first described clause is a purpose clause that expresses a cause that lies in 

future. The main clause expresses an intentional action and the content of a purpose 

clause expresses the aim of this action. (Dušková, 1994, p.636) The result is desired and 

to be achieved. Alexander says that these clauses answer questions “what for?” or “for 

what purpose?”. (1991, p. 27) The syntactic function of purpose clauses is an adjunct. 

They may be introduced by in order to and they are often rather infinitival than finite. 

(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1107 – 1108)  Biber et al add that the form to used in purpose 

clauses is the infinitive marker and not strictly a part of the subordinator. (1999, p. 827) 

See the example of the purpose clause: 
  
The country is working hard to increase food production. (Leech, 
1994, p. 27) 
 

 This example functions a predication adjunct and it is a non-finite to-infinitive 

clause meaning that the country is working hard in order to increase food production.  

The second short description belongs to similarity and comparison clauses. A 

similarity clause is usually introduced by as or like and sometimes is premodified by 

just or exactly. Comparison clauses may be introduced by as if or like. Clauses of 

similarity and comparison are usually predication adjuncts. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1110) 

The illustrative examples of finite similarity and comparison clauses both functioning as 

predication adjuncts are following: 
 

It was as I imagined. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1110) 
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We must get him something that looks as if it belongs to him. 
(Broughton, 1990, p. 33) 
  

 Now, a comment clause is about to be described. Comment clauses are so 

called parenthetical disjuncts and thus they have the separate tone. The syntactic 

function is either a content disjunct when commenting on the content of the main clause 

or a style disjunct when commenting on the style. They may be idiomatic or cliché 

expressions such as you see, as I say or generally speaking. They may function for 

example like an adverbial finite clause introduced by as. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1112) 

See a comment clause, in this example a finite content disjunct: 
 

As you know, things are difficult just now. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 332) 
 
 Next described clause is a contrast clause often mixing the meaning with a 

concessive clause. The contrastive meaning may be emphasized by correlative 

conjuncts such as in contrast or by contrast. Contrast clauses are usually introduced by 

whereas or while. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1102) Close says that these clauses can be 

reworded by two coordinated clauses joined with but. The subordinator while in the 

following example could be replaced by whereas (1975, p. 64):  
 

Mr Larson teaches physics, while Mr Corby teaches chemistry. 
(Quirk et al, 1985, p. 1102) 

 

The last briefly described clause is a result clause that functions as a disjunct. It 

is similar to purposes clause but a result clause is factual and the result is already 

achieved whereas in a purpose clause it is to be achieved, as already said above. (Quirk 

et al, 1985, p. 1108 – 1109) Result clauses describe consequences and usually follow 

the main clause. (Close, 1975, p. 66; Alexander, 1988, p. 28) See the example of the 

result clause: 

We paid him immediately so he left contented. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 
1108) 
 

 The result clause concludes this subchapter, which briefly describes clauses of 

similarity, comparison, purpose, comment, contrast and result, and it concludes also the 

whole theoretical part of this paper. Before continuing to the second part of the thesis, 

research and analysis, the short summary of the theoretical part is provided to repeat the 

key points. The second chapter is devoted to the characteristics and functional 
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classification of subordinate clauses that is: nominal, relative and comparative clauses. 

Adverbial clause is described in the third chapter, where its characteristics and basic 

properties are covered. This chapter is devoted also to the structural types of adverbial 

clauses that may be finite, non-finite or verbless. The chapter number four explains the 

syntactic functions of adverbial clauses where the main attention is paid to adjuncts and 

disjuncts, but conjuncts and subjuncts are described as well but only briefly. The last 

theoretical chapter, the fifth, is devoted to the semantic roles of adverbial clauses where 

four clauses, conditional, concessive, reason and time clause, are described in detail. 

Then the remaining adverbial clauses important for the analysis are also briefly 

described. The chapter that follows begins the analytical part of this paper. 

6. Introduction to the research 
  

 This chapter presents an introduction to the analytical part of the thesis where 

academic style is described, the source of the corpus outlined, methodology defined and 

hypothesis formulation interpreted.   

 6.1 Academic style 
    Because the purpose of this paper is to examine the occurrence of adverbial 

clauses in academic style, it is important to explain the term academic style and clarify 

its main features. The main function of academic style is to provide accurate and 

concise professional information. (Janata, 1999, p. 9) So the aim is not to entertain but 

to inform. (Day, 1997, p. 4) Academic style is used for example when reporting an 

experiment, discussing a problem or defining concepts. (Davy, Crystal, 1969, p. 251) 

The form of this style is mostly written so the feedback from the addressee is not 

possible. (Knittlová, 2000, p. 137) 

This style is rather impersonal so it is not important who says information but 

what is said and the focus is on the communication of the facts. Because of the 

impersonality, this style uses primarily noun verb forms (infinitive, gerund and 

participle) and a passive form. (Knittlová, 2000, p. 138 – 139; Janata, 1999, p. 9) The 

passive form is used especially when the agent is not known or not important and it is 

also because of the word order. Thanks to it the most important information is at the 

end. (Rejtharová, Skálová, 1981, p.196) So the progress is usually from the known 

theme (not providing new information element) to rheme (bringing the maximum 
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information). The use of modal verbs, which are weakened due to the verb with which 

they occur, is also quite frequent. (Knittlová, 2000, p. 142 - 144) Quirk et al state that in 

academic writing the implied subject is to be identified with I, we or you of the writer or 

reader. (1985, p. 1123) 

The content of academic style is conceptually challenging using mainly 

professional terms and typical parts of speech are nouns and adjectives. (Knittlová, 

2000, p. 137) Janata adds that in many cases compound terms (terms containing at least 

two words) are used as well as prepositions, conjunctions and some adverbs. (1999, p. 

9) Terms need to be chosen carefully so that the text is clear and stylistically distinct. 

The predominant type of independent clauses is declarative clauses. (Biber et al, 1999, 

p. 203) 

The syntax is relatively poor so the word order is objective without using any 

subjective or expressive terms. The standard word order is primarily used and personal 

pronouns are not alternated. Academic style uses frequently less terms to be as clear as 

possible so the index of recurrence is quite high and vocabulary is stereotypical. 

(Knittlová, 2000, p. 137) 

In academic style, one of the most common ways to show that one phenomenon 

is dependent on the other is the use of adverbial clauses – mainly conditional, time, 

result and reason clauses. (Knittlová, 2000, p. 147) Biber et al share similar opinion 

stating that conditional and purpose clauses are very common and concessive clauses 

are more common in academic style than in other registers. Conditional and concessive 

clauses are important in the presentation of arguments in academic prose. Conditions 

are often used to introduce or develop arguments and concessive clauses are used to 

show the limitation of certain facts, claims or events. (1999, p. 824 – 825) 

To sum up, the main function of academic style is to provide clear, accurate and 

concise professional information. The most characteristic features are impersonal 

constructions with a restrictive use of pronouns, objectivity using mainly passive voice, 

professional expressions and phrases that are often recurring.  

6.2 Source for the corpus, hypothesis and methodology  

In order to examine the occurrence of adverbial clauses in academic style, 160 

sample sentences of adverbial clauses have been collected. The book used for this 
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purpose is called The Handbook of Work and Health Psychology written by Marc J. 

Schabracq et al and was published in 2003. This book for students and academics 

covers basic theoretical issues of work and health psychology and examines diagnostic 

techniques and monitoring methods to assess stress and other psychosocial hazards at 

work. First 28 pages have been used which includes the first and part of the second 

chapter.  

The corpus of the analysis samples is ordered in appendix number 5 according to 

the semantic roles with structural types and syntactic functions in brackets in blue 

colour for a better clarity. To save place, the corpus without the whole text is used but 

during the analysis, the context was studied as well. All subordinators in this thesis are 

highlighted in bold and adverbial clauses in italics. In the corpus the semantic roles are 

ordered according to which one of them has appeared the most often in academic text. 

The examples in individual semantic types are ordered according to the occurrences on 

the individual pages with regard to which appeared first, second etc. to see how often 

the sample sentences occurred on one page. If the sample is taken into the analysis to be 

analyzed and commented on, there is a small red circle placed before the sample. As all 

sentence samples are taken from the book stated above, only page numbers in brackets 

are in the corpus without any further reference. Sometimes one sentence occurs more 

often in the data corpus as adverbial clause appears more than once in it. 

Biber et al say that “clauses of condition and concession are important 

contributors to the development of arguments, which is a significant goal of academic 

writing.” (1999, p. 825) This statement is crucial for the thesis as the hypothesis comes 

from it and it is as follows: Conditional and concessive clauses belong to the top three 

most frequent adverbial clauses that occur in academic style. So one of the aims of this 

paper is to prove whether this hypothesis is true or not.    

The analytical part of this paper focuses mainly on the quantitative analysis but 

the qualitative aspects of the analysis are examined as well. The major aim of the 

quantitative analysis is to state the frequency of occurrence of individual adverbial 

clauses in academic style. Their forms and functions should also be discovered. 

Qualitative analysis should prove whether the theoretical features and properties of 

adverbial clauses correspond to those detected in academic style.  
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7. Analysis 
  

 In this chapter the research results of this paper are interpreted. Firstly, the 

overall occurrence and results are described and then four semantic roles of adverbial 

clauses, described in theory in detail, are analyzed as well as those clauses described in 

theory briefly. At the end of this chapter, main analysis results are summarized.  

7.1 Overall occurrence of adverbial clauses 
This subchapter briefly reveals the total occurrence of adverbial clauses 

semantic roles in academic style and primarily explains the reasons for dealing with 

individual adverbial clauses. The reason for choosing time and reason clauses is that 

they are the two most frequent semantic types in academic style and conditional with 

concessive clauses appear in the hypothesis (as mentioned in the chapter 6.2) that is 

why this thesis focuses on them. The occurrence of clauses of purpose, similarity and 

comparison, comment, contrast and result is not so high that is why they are described 

only briefly. The remaining, clauses of place, contingency, conditional-concessive, 

exception, proportion, and preference have not occurred in academic style at all 

therefore this paper does not deal with them. However, they may be found in the Quirk 

et al as described in the theoretical part in chapter 5. The reason for their non-

occurrence in academic text may be that the place could be considered as irrelevant and 

unimportant to be stated in academic style and contingency clauses are in this style 

expressed using rather condition or time. Clauses of exception, proportion, preference 

and conditional-concessive clauses are not very common and in academic style it is not 

otherwise.   

7.2 Analysis of chosen adverbial clauses 
 

 In this subchapter, four semantic roles of adverbial clauses, described in 

theoretical part in detail, are now about to be analyzed. The clauses are examined 

mainly in terms of their semantic roles, syntactic functions, structural types and the use 

of subordinators. Further, this chapter comments on the use of tenses and describes 

other characteristics typical for the individual types of adverbial clauses. 
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7. 2. 1 Conditional clause 

Firstly, the attention is paid to a conditional clause that has been detected 19 

times which makes 12 % out of the whole corpus. A conditional clause is the third most 

frequent adverbial clause among all detected analysis samples in academic style. A 

conditional clause shares the first position with a concessive clause.  
 As already mentioned in the chapter 6.2., conditional clauses are important in 

academic style because they play an important role in specifying conditions under 

which facts hold (Biber et al, 1999, p. 825) so they are important when expressing cause 

and consequence. 

As it is said in the theoretical part in the subchapter 5.1.1, conditional clauses 

may express either a direct or an indirect condition according to the relation to the main 

clause. Due to a condition they express, the syntactic function may be identified. In 

analyzed text the direct condition has been identified 14 times and these clauses 

expressing the direct condition function as adjuncts. One of them is a predication 

adjunct which makes 5 % of all conditional clauses and sentence adjuncts appeared 13 

times making 69 % out of all the detected conditional clauses. A direct condition may 

be moreover either open or hypothetical. In academic style the direct open conditions 

have been identified twelve times and the direct hypothetical only twice. Both direct 

hypothetical clauses express present reference so there is the past tense and modal verb 

would. See the examples of a direct open and hypothetical condition taken from the 

corpus: 
 

1) If there is nobody else, we can put on the TV or radio, which 
happens to broadcast very familiar programmes brought to us by 
familiar people. (p. 10) 

 

 This is the example of the direct open condition because the situation in the main 

clause is dependent on what happens in the conditional clause. This conditional clause 

is open because (as said in the subchapter 5.1.1) the situation in the conditional clause 

leaves unresolved whether the condition in the main clause will be fulfilled or not. So it 

is unknown whether there is somebody or not and therefore it is unresolved whether we 

can put the TV or radio on. This clause functions as a sentence adjunct because it is not 

bound to the verb element and the clause is separated by a comma.  
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2) I imagine, sometimes, that if a film could be made of one’s life, 
every other frame would be death. (p. 19) 
 

By this example of the direct hypothetical clause the hypothetical meaning is 

expressed in the subordinate clause by the past tense, whereas in the main clause it is 

expressed by would. The reference is present and contrary to assumption so the speaker 

believes that the condition is not fulfilled and therefore he thinks that the film is not 

made of one’s life.  

As both examples of direct conditions shown above are sentence adjuncts, the 

example of a predication adjunct is shown below: 
 

3) However, this only happens if our activities are sufficiently 
challenging and engrossing to get and keep us involved (Goffman, 
1963). (p. 11) 
 

 This is the example of the direct clause functioning as a predication adjunct 

because the conditional clause provides the complementation for the verb in the SVA 

type so it is bound to the verb element.  

As for the indirect conditional clause, there have been 5 of them identified in 

academic style. They all function as style disjuncts so they make 26 % out of the 

conditional clause function. The situation in an indirect clause is not related to the main 

clause, as this example demonstrates: 
 

4) We usually experience this many times a day, for instance when 
we wake up, when we are startled by something, when we cannot 
concentrate and, essentially—if we at least would pay attention to 
it—each time we blink our eyes. (p. 19) 

 

As the indirect clause comments on the style of what is said in the main clause, 

this example of the indirect clause functions as a style disjunct. This example shows that 

the conditional clause is not directly related to the main clause and that it rather 

expresses the comment of the speaker.  

The statement written in the theory that the indirect condition is much less used 

than the direct condition is confirmed in academic text as there are 14 direct and only 5 

indirect clauses so the direct clauses are much more frequent in academic style. This 

may be caused by the fact that an indirect condition functions as a style disjunct that 
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conveys speaker’s comment on the main clause style. And this is not so relevant for 

academic style which is rather objective without subjective expressions or comments.   

Structural types of conditional clauses are almost all finite. Specifically, the 

finite form has been identified 17 times making 90 % of all conditional clauses and 

verbless form only twice (10 % out of conditional clauses). No non-finite form has been 

identified in academic style which may be explained using Biber et al’s view that finite 

clauses allow the verb phrase in an adverbial clause to be marked for a different tense or 

modality from the main clause. These options are not possible with non-finite clauses. 

(1999, p. 827) As the difference between tense and modality is important for the 

conditional clauses, they more often have the finite form than non-finite. The examples 

of finite and verbless clauses found in the corpus could be following: 
 

5) We see a familiar face in the mirror and, if there are other people 
around, they also look and sound very familiar. (p. 10) 
 

6) If it is threatened, we defend it fiercely, if necessary and possible, 
just as animals defend their territory. (p. 16) 
 

 The structure of the first example is finite because its verb element is in the finite 

form (are). The second sentence is verbless without a subordinator for which the 

understood subject is an entire clause implied by the main clause (If it is necessary and 

possible for animals to defend their territory.) 

 With regard to the use of subordinators, the vast majority of conditional clauses 

identified in academic style use the subordinator if, which has occurred 18 times (95 % 

of conditional clauses). Only one example of the subordinator as long as has appeared 

(5 % of the analyzed conditional clauses). As Biber et al state the subordinator if is in 

certain cases the only subordinator that can be used and is the most frequent in the use 

of conditional clauses. (1999, p. 845) In academic style it is not otherwise. The 

examples of if could be seen above and the example of as long as is following: 
 

7) As long as integrity prevails, we know what to expect. (p. 18) 
 

To sum up the analysis of a conditional clause, there are 19 of them in academic 

style making 12 % of all samples. Their most frequent function is a sentence adjunct (67 

% of all detected conditional clauses) and their structure is mostly finite (90 % of 

conditional clauses). The subordinator if is used in 99 % of all conditional clauses. 
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7. 2. 2 Concessive clause 

 The second clause that is analyzed is a concessive clause which has been 

identified 19 times so it creates 12 % of all the identified adverbial clauses in academic 

style. Together with a conditional clause, it is the third most frequent adverbial clause in 

academic style. As a concessive clause expresses the contrast between the main and the 

subordinate clause, it is slightly similar to a contrast clause. But meaning of concessive 

clauses and their use of subordinators is usually rather diverse. 

 As already said in the chapter 6.2, concessive clauses are more common in 

academic style than in other registers such as conversation, news or fiction. Concessive 

clauses are important in the presentation of arguments in academic style and they are 

used to show the limitation of facts, events or claims. That is why they are important in 

academic style as well as conditional clauses. 

 In terms of the syntactic function of a concessive clause, only one type has been 

identified in academic text which is a content disjunct making logically 100 % of all the 

concessive clauses function. This confirms the same statement said in the theoretical 

part in subchapter 5.1.2. The reason they function only as a content disjunct is that 

concessive clauses comment on the style or form of what is said in the main clause and 

are peripheral to the clause to which they are attached. See the one chosen example of a 

concessive clause chosen from the corpus that illustrates this fact:  
 

8) As such, it may be a characteristic coping mechanism of the 
second stage of stress (see Section 2.4), though it is also common in 
the first stage of stress. (p. 22) 

 

 So this example, as well as other concessive clauses detected in academic text, 

comments on the content of the main clause that is why it is a content disjunct.  

 The structure of concessive clauses identified in academic style is either finite or 

verbless. No non-finite structure has been detected, maybe because they are 

semantically limited and do not fit in the use of concessive clauses. The finite clause has 

been identified 16 times, which makes 84 % out of concessive clauses and the reason is 

that finite form is the most frequent form and this semantic type of adverbial clauses use 

them the most as well. Verbless concessive clause has been detected third times making 

15 % of concessive clauses. The examples of finite and verbless concessive clauses are 

analyzed below: 
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9) Though integrity is not the most common concept, it has a 
respectable history in this area. (p. 16) 

 

10) It allows us to design and to shape our environment, to behave in 
a meaningful way and to control, to a certain degree, our 
environment and personal functioning, as well as its outcomes, 
though admittedly within a relatively small world.  (p. 14) 
 

The first example is the finite concessive clause so it has the finite verb element 

in the negative form (is not). The second example sentence has its concessive clause in 

the verbless form because there is no verb element and also no subject. Thus, the subject 

is identical with the superordinate clause. The concessive clause could be therefore 

rephrased as: though admittedly we are within a relatively small world. 

 The use of the concessive subordinators in academic style is regarding the 

theoretical part special. The theory says that the subordinator though is less formal than 

although but in academic style only though has been identified. Biber et al state that 

though is often used in conversation and fiction but in academic prose though is far less 

likely to be used than although which has more formal tone and fits to this style. (1999, 

p. 845)  The reason for using though in academic text may lay in the individual opinion 

and style of the authors who wrote the book used for the analysis. The similar opinion is 

also stated by Biber et al, claiming that the use of though may be a marked stylistic 

choice by certain authors. (1999, p. 851) The example of though could be seen in the 

sentences number 9 or 10 above. The more formal variant, although, could be used 

there as well because these two subordinators are synonymous and express the same 

meaning. 

 To summarize the analysis of the concessive clause, it is necessary to say that 19 

of them have occurred in academic text and therefore they make 12 % of the whole 

corpus. The only syntactic function is content disjunct making 100 % of concessive 

clauses. Their form is mostly finite and it makes 85 % of all concessive clauses. The 

only concessive subordinator detected in academic style is though.  
 

7. 2. 3 Reason clause 

 The third analyzed semantic role of adverbial clause is a reason clause that is the 

second most frequent in academic text. It has been identified 25 times which makes 16 

% out of all 160 sample sentences.  
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 It may be assumed that a reason clause is important in academic style because it 

answers the question why (as stated in theoretical part in chapter 5.3.1). As academic 

style needs to be as clear and understandable as possible, stating why certain actions are 

happening or why certain things function as they do etc. is very important. Despite this 

fact, Biber et al claim that reason clause is common only in conversation. (1999, p. 820) 

But the number of the identified reason clauses indicates that in academic style it may 

be frequent and important as well. 

 As said in the theoretical part, a reason clause may express either a direct or an 

indirect reason. In academic style, only the direct reason has been identified so it makes 

100 % of all reason clauses. Thus there is no indirect reason in academic style which 

corresponds to the same statement expressed in the theoretical part. The frequent usage 

of the direct reason may be caused by the fact that academic style needs to provide 

direct, clear, accurate and concise information therefore it is undesirable for implicit 

speeches or ambiguity to arise. The direct reason clauses detected in academic style 

express the relationship of either reason and consequence or circumstance and 

consequence. See the two examples of a direct reason clause expressing these two 

relationships: 
 

11) However, maybe we just don’t notice the repetition in our lives 
because is it so omnipresent, so common and normal. (p. 10)   
 
12) Because everyday work is so repetitious and familiar to us, we 
know exactly what it does to us. (p. 20)  

  

 The first example of the direct reason expresses the reason and consequence 

relationship. So the reason that maybe we just don’t notice the repetition in our lives is 

that it is so omnipresent, so common and normal. The second example expresses the 

circumstance and consequence relationship so the reason that we know exactly what it 

does to us is that everyday work is so repetitious and familiar to us.  

 As explained in the theory, the syntactic function of a direct reason clause is 

usually a content disjunct but because-clause may function as an adjunct and an indirect 

reason as a style disjunct. This is more or less confirmed in academic style because the 

function of a content disjunct is the most frequent. It has been identified 16 times 

making 64 % of all the detected examples of reason clauses. Then 5 examples of a 

sentence adjunct have been identified (20 % of reason clauses) and 4 examples of a 
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predication adjunct (16 % of reason clauses function). The example of predication and 

sentence adjuncts could be seen above. The 11th example functions as a predication 

adjunct because the reason clause is in the SVOA type providing complementation for 

the verb. The example number 12 functions as a sentence adjunct and the reason for that 

is that it is the because-clause that is not positioned finally. The example of a reason 

clause functioning as a content disjunct is following: 
 

13) Something similar applies when the concept of “employability” 
is the point of departure: here too, unneeded health risks are to be 
avoided, as these are detrimental to employability. (p. 5) 

 
 This example functions as a content disjunct because as-clauses function as 

content disjuncts the most often (as said in theory) and it comments on the content of 

what is said in the main clause.  

As well as for a conditional and a concessive clause, the form of a reason clause 

is mostly finite. It has been identified 23 times, which makes 92 % out of all 25 

examples of reason clauses. The reason for that is similar as for the previous semantic 

roles of adverbial clauses, it is the most frequent form used in academic style and in 

terms of this semantic role it is not otherwise. The verbless form has been found twice 

creating 8 % of all reason clauses. The reason for no non-finite form in this semantic 

role is again the same as in the previous semantic roles analysis. The examples of the 

finite clauses could be seen above, e.g. in the example number 13 which is finite 

because its verb element has finite form (are). See the example of a verbless reason 

clause with no verb element: 
 

14) Moreover, as a consequence of logistically oriented approaches 
such as just-in-time management combined with more client-oriented 
forms of flexibility of production, organisations experience more 
explicitly a growing shortage of time. (p. 1) 

 

The reason subordinators used in academic style are as, because and because of. 

The most frequent is the subordinator as which occurred 13 times (50 % of all detected 

reason clauses) followed by the subordinator because which has been found 11 times 

(44 % of reason clauses). As Quirk et al say the subordinators because and as are the 

most common in reason clauses that is why they are so frequent in academic style. 

(1985, p. 1104) Because is more universal in reason clauses than as which may create 

ambiguity (as explained in the theory in chapter 5). The prepositional phrase because of 
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has occurred only once making 4 % of all reason clauses. This subordinator has not 

appeared frequently as it is considered to be stylistically clumsy. The example of as is 

e.g. in the 14th sentence above, the example of because in the 11th or 12th example and 

the only one example of because of could be seen below:  
 

15) Also we may assume that a task ground is, generally speaking, 
very well known and familiar to us, because of the repetition 
inherent in work. (p. 17) 

 

 As it is said above and also in the theory, the subordinator as may combine 

meaning with reason and time so the focus should be mainly on the meaning of the 

sentence. All the examples of the reason clause detected in academic style denote 

clearly reason (see the examples of reason as-clause above) but let us see the example 

where the time could be also relevant: 
 

16) As the primary object of work and health psychology consists of 
occupational health and well-being in their own right, this chapter 
goes into the dynamics of everyday working life and its relation to 
well-being. (p. 9)  

 

This example is qualified as the reason clause, where the subordinator as means 

the same as because. But it may be also perceived as the time clause where as could 

mean the same as since or when. Because the adverbial and the main clause do not 

denote the direct simultaneity, which time as-clauses merely denote, this clause implies 

the reason. Biber et al say that in academic prose the use of as to describe reason is used 

more than in other registers (1999, p. 47) which corresponds to the outcomes of this 

research where the subordinator as describing reason is very frequent. That could be 

why the example number 16 is identified as the reason clause. 

 To sum up the features of a reason clause, this semantic type is the second most 

frequent in academic style. It has occurred 25 times which makes 16 % of 160 sample 

sentences. The most common syntactic function is a content disjunct (64 % of reason 

clauses) and the finite form has occurred the most frequently (92 % of the whole 

corpus). The most common subordinators are as and because. 
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7.2.4 Time clause 

 The last analyzed semantic type of adverbial clause described in detail is a time 

clause. This clause type is the most frequent in academic text. It has occurred 58 times 

and thus it creates 37 % of all 160 analysis samples. Based on Biber et al’s claim that 

time clauses are common only in fiction and news, (1999, p. 820) the outcome of this 

paper is quite unique, as the occurrence of a time clause in academic style is very 

frequent. But on the other hand they say that the use of the subordinator when, that is 

the most frequent time-clause subordinator in academic style, is common. Furthermore, 

they explain that in academic style there tend to be passages that describe time duration 

up to the present. (Biber et al, 1999, p. 841 – 848) When taken logically there are no 

specific needs for time to be present in academic style. However, as the source for the 

corpus deals with work and health psychology, where specific real situations are 

described using time relations, the time could be perceived as an important element.  

 As mentioned in the theoretical part in chapter 5.1.4, a time clause may be 

previous, subsequent or simultaneous with the time of the main clause. In academic 

style, only two relationships have occurred: simultaneous and subsequent relationship. 

This may be caused by the fact that certain subordinators introduce certain time 

relationships (except when). Because no subordinators denoting the previous 

relationship have occurred, this relationship cannot be identified here. The simultaneous 

time relationship occurred 38 times and the subordinators found in academic style 

denoting this time relationship are as long as, while, as and when. See the examples of 

this subject: 
 

17) We experience all of this as living in the here and now, 
temporally forgetting about the rest of the world. (p. 11) 
 

 This example denotes the simultaneous time relationship as the verb is in the 

progressive form. So it can be said that the situation in the main and subordinate clause 

are happening in the same time.  

 The second time relationship, the subsequent, has occurred 20 times and the 

subordinators denoting it are once, after and when. See the example of this time 

relationship with the subordinator once: 
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18) Once such a division of attention is realised, it enables us to keep 
our attention on what is most important within the frame of the task. 
(p. 17) 
 

In this example of the subsequent time relationship, the subordinator once adds 

the notion of proximity in time of the two situations: Once such a division (…), then it 

enables us to keep (…).  

  Because the subordinator when may be used in both simultaneous and 

subsequent time relationships, it may be sometimes hard to identify these relationships. 

See the examples using the subordinator when: 
  

19) Stress evolves when we must do something that we are not able 
and/or willing to do. (p. 27) 
 
20) When there is nothing to be done about it immediately, we enter 
stage 1 of the general adaptation syndrome or stress process. (p. 28) 
 

 The first example denotes the simultaneous relationship as the time clause is 

repetitive and synonymous with wherever. The second example implies the subsequent 

relationship because the time clause combines time with condition.  

 Time clause structure is in academic style either finite or non-finite. The finite 

form is the most frequent. It has occurred 53 times and thus creates 90 % of time 

clauses. The non-finite form has appeared 5 times so it makes the remaining 10 % of 

time clauses form. Only one group of non-finite structural type was found and it is ing-

clause. The reason that the finite form is the most frequent is the same as for the 

previously mentioned adverbial clauses. The subordinators found in academic style, 

while and after are common subordinators that introduce non-finite form that is why this 

form has occurred in a time clause relation. The reason for no verbless clause to be 

found in academic style may be explained using Biber et al’s explanation that finite and 

non-finite clauses are used to realize time the most often. (1999, p. 818) So verbless 

clause is not so frequent and in academic style it is proven. The examples of a finite and 

non-finite form found in the corpus are following: 
 

21) When we look around, we see very familiar surroundings. (p. 10) 
 
22) The repetition inherent in normal functioning can also be 
described as a form of self discipline: we see to it that we attend only 
to what matters to us, over and over, while ignoring the rest. (p. 11) 
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 The structure of the first example is finite because its verb element is in the finite 

form (look around). In the second example, there is the non-finite form, namely it is 

ing-clause which occurs there together with while to denote simultaneity.  

 The function of a time clause is always an adjunct as these clauses answer the 

question “where?” and denote circumstances of the situation in the main clause 

therefore they cannot function as a disjunct. A sentence adjunct emerged 44 times 

making 75 % of time clauses and a predication adjunct arose 14 times which makes 25 

% of  time clauses function. See the examples of the time clause syntactic function: 
 

23) When integrity prevails, acting appears to go by itself. (p. 16) 
 
24) Something similar applies when the concept of “employability” 
is the point of departure: here too, unneeded health risks are to be 
avoided, as these are detrimental to employability. (p. 5) 

 

 The first example is a sentence adjunct as the main and the time clause are 

separated by a comma and the verb element in the time clause is not related to the main 

clause. The second example is a predication adjunct because the time clause provides 

the complementation for the verb in the SVA type.  

 The time subordinators that appear in academic text have been already 

mentioned above. The most frequent is the subordinator when making 70 % of all time 

clauses subordinators which corresponds to Biber et al’s claim that the subordinator 

when is the most frequent time subordinator. The examples of when could be seen 

above in the examples number 23 or 24. The subordinator when is followed by while 

that has appeared 6 times (10 %), once that showed 5 times (9 %) and as long as found 

4 times (7 %). The subordinators after and as have both occurred once so they create 

together 4 % out of time clauses.  

About the subordinator while Biber et al say that it is occasionally used to show 

a time relationship, more often it is used in a concessive clause, contrasting information 

of the main and adverbial clause. (1999, p. 849) In case of this paper, the subordinator 

while is used more in contrast clauses which are similar to concessive clauses (as 

explained in theory). The example of a time clause using while has been already stated 

above with number 22. The time is relevant in this example because while denotes the 
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meaning “during the activity” in contrast with the contrast clause which would mean “in 

contrast”.  

The subordinator as long as may imply both condition and time so the meaning 

of the sentence is very important. Let us see the example of this subordinator in terms of 

the time clause that has been found in academic style: 
 

25) In the everyday practice of work, this may mean that we may just 
go on as long as the end state is not accomplished. (p. 21) 
 

 This example could be considered to imply both time and condition but the time 

meaning seems to be more appropriate because the subordinator as long as means there 

“until the time when” The conditional meaning could also be slightly suitable when the 

subordinator as long as would mean “provided that”.  

The subordinator as could imply both reason and time as already stated in theory 

and the chapter 7.2.3. The example of this subject is already placed here as number 17. 

This example denotes the time and means the same as the subordinator when implying 

the simultaneous time relationship. So there is no indication for reason. It cannot be said 

that the reason that we are living here and now is that we experience all of this.   

 To provide a short summary of a time clause, it should be said that it is the most 

frequent clause in academic text creating 37 % of the whole corpus. The syntactic 

function is either a sentence adjunct (75 % of time clauses) or a predication adjunct (25 

% of time clauses). The structure of time clauses is mostly finite creating 90 % of time 

clauses. The large number of subordinators has occurred and the most frequent is when 

followed by while, once, as long as, after and as. 

7.3 Analysis of other adverbial clauses 
This subchapter briefly concerns those adverbial clauses that have also been 

discovered in the analyzed text. However, their occurrence is not as frequent as of those 

described above. The possible reasons for that are explained in the individual semantic 

types. They are adverbial clauses of purpose, similarity and comparison, comment, 

contrast and result and they are described in the theoretical part in chapter 5.2. To save 

place, only one example of each of the following adverbial clauses is presented.  

 The first described adverbial clause is a purpose clause that has occurred 12 

times representing 8 % of all adverbial clauses detected in academic style. Biber et al 
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say that in academic prose, the occurrence of purpose clauses is more frequent than in 

other registers. (1999, p. 827) Although saying for what purpose something is intended 

could be considered important in academic style, the occurrence of a purpose clause in 

academic style is not so frequent. Biber et al say that these clauses appear in texts that 

present procedures or make recommendations for improving conditions (1999, p. 824) 

which is not relevant for the content of the studied style that could be why purpose 

clauses have not occurred so often. Their structural type is very exclusive compared to 

other adverbial clauses because their form is only non-finite and they are all to-infinitive 

clauses. Their most frequent function is a predication adjunct that occurred 10 times 

followed by a sentence adjunct that was found twice. They do not function as disjuncts 

because they do not convey comments of the speakers but they denote circumstances of 

the situation in the main clause. Their subordinators are either in order to or only an 

infinitive marker to. See the example of this clause detected in academic style:  
 

26) We may ignore these in order to get the job done. (p. 22) 
 

The second short analysis belongs to similarity and comparison clauses. These 

two clauses have occurred together 11 times so they create 7 % of the whole corpus. It 

may be considered that providing a comparison of some facts to be an important aspect 

in academic style. However, the occurrence of these clauses is not so frequent in 

analyzed style which may be caused for example by individual choices made by writers. 

The most frequent form is finite that occurred 9 times followed by non-finite form that 

has occurred twice (1 ed-clause, 1 ing-clause). The most common syntactic function is a 

predication adjunct (6 occurrences) followed by a content disjunct (4 occurrences) and a 

sentence adjunct which was found only once. The common subordinators of these 

clauses are as, as if (both having 5 occurrences) and like that have occurred once. See 

the one chosen example detected in academic style:  
 

27) It just creeps on and it appears as if there are no real occasions 
to do anything special anymore. (p. 26) 
  

 The third briefly analyzed clause is a comment clause. It has occurred 9 times 

creating 6 % out of all adverbial clauses. Comment clauses could be taken as 

inconvenient into academic style as this style needs to be impersonal and objective 

without any subjective expressions so there is no need for comments of authors. That 
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could be why this semantic type has not occurred so frequently. The form of a comment 

clause is mostly non-finite (ed-clause occurred twice, ing-clause 4 times), which is in 

comparison to other adverbial clauses exceptional as they all are mostly finite. The non-

finite form has occurred 6 times and finite 3 times. Because their main function is to 

comment they are either a style disjunct (5 occurrences) or a content disjunct (4 

occurrences). The subordinators are mostly as (5 occurrences). Idiomatic or cliché 

expressions, such as as I say or generally speaking which occurred 4 times, have also 

occurred in academic style. The reason for using generally speaking may be because of 

the impersonality and that is also the reason for non-finite form to be so frequent. See 

the example of this clause: 
 

28) Also we may assume that a task ground is, generally speaking, 
very well known and familiar to us, because of the repetition inherent 
in work. (p. 17) 
 

 The next analyzed clause is a contrast clause which has appeared 6 times and 

therefore it creates 4 % of the whole corpus. This clause is not so frequent in academic 

style and in the corpus it has occurred mostly on the first pages when contrasting views 

and focuses of studies of individual authors. So it could be said that in academic style 

the contrast is more frequently expressed by using concessive clauses. The form of a 

contrast clause is only finite because if it was e.g. ing-clause it would indicate the time 

clause denoting the simultaneity. The function of a contrast clause is only a content 

disjunct in academic text and the reason for this is that it comments on the content of the 

main clause. The only subordinator used is while and this usage may be caused by 

individual choices made by writers. See the example of the contrast clause detected in 

academic style: 
 

29) Shirom then surveys the effects of stress on health in Chapter 4, 
while Semmer pays attention to the role played by individual 
differences when it comes to stress and health in Chapter 5. (p. 5) 

 

 The last briefly analyzed clause is a result clause that has occurred only once so 

it makes simply 1 % of the whole corpus. The reason for only one example is that these 

clauses overlap with purpose clauses, which are more frequent in academic style maybe 

because the result in purpose clauses is about to be achieved. So suggesting results for 
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future is more suitable aim of academic style than stating the achieved results. The form 

of the result clause is finite and its function is a content disjunct: 
  

30) We have all experienced the instant amnesias that occur when 
we get too far on some tangent so we “lose the thread of thought” 
or “forget what we were going to do”.  (p. 19) 

 
 To sum up, this subchapter reveals that in academic text a purpose clause has 

occurred 12 times, similarity and comparison clause 11 times, a comment clause has 

appeared 9 times, a contrast clause has been found 6 times and a result clause only once. 
 

7.4 Analysis results summary  
 This subchapter provides the summary of the whole research. It may be said that 

the occurrence of adverbial clauses in academic style is relatively high. To the utterance 

of this statement contributes the fact that on 28 examined pages of academic style, 160 

samples of adverbial clauses have been identified, which is quite a high number. The 

most frequent adverbial clause is a time clause (58 occurrences) followed by a reason 

clause (25 occurrences) and the third most frequent clauses are conditional and 

concessive clauses which both have occurred 19 times. Other adverbial clauses found in 

academic text are clauses of purpose (12 occurrences), similarity and comparison (11 

occurrences), comment (9 occurrences), contrast (6 occurrences) and result (1 

occurrence). The exact number of occurrences may be seen in the following chart: 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

Academic style itself affects the occurrence of adverbial clauses especially in 

terms of its formality, impersonality and professionalism. As its main aim is to present 

information, it is reflected in the occurrence of adverbial clauses as well as in other 

Semantic role Number of occurrences % 
Time 58 36 
Reason 25 15 
Condition 19 12 
Concession 19 12 
Purpose 12 8 
Similarity, comparison 11 7 
Comment 9 6 
Contrast 6 4 
Result 1 1 
TOTAL 160 100 
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theoretical aspects, such as their structure, form of the use of subordinators. Each 

adverbial clause is affected by academic style in slightly different way. For example 

reason clauses are frequent in academic style because they answer the question why 

which is important in this style as it needs to be as clear and understandable as possible.  

The most common syntactic function found in academic style is an adjunct, 

particularly a sentence adjunct (64 occurrences). The second most frequent function is a 

content disjunct (50 occurrences) and the third position occupies a predication adjunct 

(36 occurrences). A style disjunct has occurred least frequently (10 occurrences). Style 

disjuncts are not so frequent because they express the feelings of the writer as they 

imply a verb of speaking and subject I which does not fit into the aim of academic style.  

 The structural type of the adverbial clauses is mostly finite (128 occurrences). 

Biber et al have the same opinion stating that the finite form is the most common in 

adverbial clauses. (1999, p. 826) After the finite form, the non-finite appears (25 

occurrences) from which the ing-clauses and to-clauses have occurred in the same 

number (both have 11 occurrences). The third most common function is verbless (7 

occurrences) followed by non-finite ed-clauses (3 occurrences). No bare infinitive 

clauses have been found as it is very rare form. The reason for verbless and ed-clauses 

to be least occurring in academic style could be also supported using Biber et al’s 

explanation that these clauses are rare in all registers (academic, news, conversations, 

fiction) studied by them (1999, p. 826) So the results concerning the occurrence of the 

structural types are more or less the same as Biber et al’s.  

 The most frequent adverbial clause subordinator is when (41 occurrences), 

followed by as (24 occurrences), if (18 occurrences) and while (12 occurrences). The 

reason for using these subordinators the most frequently is influenced by the occurrence 

of adverbial clauses, their semantic roles or also the individual choices made by writers. 

The charts summarizing the overall occurrences of adverbial clauses, syntactic 

functions, structural types and subordinators are in appendices 1, 2, 3 and 4. This 

subchapter concludes the analytical part of the thesis.  
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8. Conclusion 
 To conclude this paper, it is necessary to summarize both the theoretical and the 

practical part. The main aim of this thesis was to state the frequency of adverbial clauses 

occurrence. The frequency of syntactic functions and structural types of adverbial 

clauses were investigated as well. On the basis of the Biber et al’s statement, the 

hypothesis was produced. The additional intention of this thesis was to prove the 

correspondence of theoretical features of adverbial clauses with those found in 

academic text.  

  To sum up the theoretical part, types of subordinate clauses were characterized 

and their major features explained. Then the main properties, structural types and 

syntactic functions of adverbial clauses were defined. Not only the features of adverbial 

clauses were stated but also of comparative, relative and mainly nominal clauses, 

sometimes being similar to adverbial clauses, were briefly introduced in order to 

recognize the difference between them. The longest chapter of the theoretical part dealt 

with individual semantic roles of adverbial clauses regarding their form, function and 

the use of subordinators. As there are various approaches to the terminology and usage 

of adverbial clauses, for the purpose of this thesis, Quirk et al’s system was chosen and 

preferred in the whole paper. 

 To carry out the analysis, the findings from the theory and the corpus consisting 

of 160 sample sentences of the surveyed phenomenon have been applied to the 

analytical part of the thesis. To sum up the analytical part, its beginning defined the 

features of academic style and source for the corpus together with methodology and 

hypothesis formulation. The major contribution of the analytical part was devoted to the 

analysis of semantic roles of adverbial clauses with regard to their syntactic functions, 

structural types and the use of subordinators regarding academic style. Simultaneously, 

other theoretical aspects taken from the theory and questionable examples were 

analyzed. At the end of the analytical part, the analysis results were summarized.  

To sum up the results of the analysis, it could be said that the occurrence of 

adverbial clauses in academic style is relatively high as on one page of academic style 

approximately 6 adverbial clauses have occurred. Time clauses appeared the most 

frequently in academic style as they create 37 % of all the adverbial clauses (58 

examples). Reason clauses were the second most frequent (25 examples) followed by 
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concessive and conditional clauses (both occurred 19 times). As the hypothesis says that 

conditional and concessive clauses belong to the top three most frequent adverbial 

clauses in academic style, it could be said that it has been confirmed. However, it 

should be noted that the distinction in the occurrence of the two most frequent adverbial 

clauses and conditional with concessive clauses is significant as it is almost twice as 

high. But still, the hypothetical clauses (conditional and concessive) belong to the third 

most frequent adverbial clauses. So the analysis has confirmed the statement that 

clauses of condition and concession are important contributors to the development of 

arguments in academic style. The other clauses that occurred in academic style: clauses 

of purpose (12 cases), similarity and comparison (11 cases), comment (9 cases), contrast 

(6 cases) and result (1 case) were not so frequent. The most frequent adverbial clause 

subordinator was when (41 examples), followed by as (24 examples), if (18 examples) 

and while (12 examples). 

 Regarding the structural types (form) of adverbial clauses, the finite form was 

the most frequent on the basis of the analysis. With 128 occurrences, it constituted 80 % 

of all analyzed adverbial clauses form. The non-finite and verbless forms are not so 

frequent in academic style as their usage may lead to ambiguity (non-finite: 25 and 

verbless: 7 occurrences).  No bare infinitive clauses occurred as it is very rare form. 

 As for the syntactic function, adverbial clauses in academic style function the 

most often as sentence adjuncts (64 occurrences) and content disjuncts (50 occurrences). 

The third most frequent function is a predication adjunct (36 examples) and the function 

of a style disjunct was not common in academic style at all as it appeared only 10 times. 

So based on these results it could be said that the function of adverbial clauses in 

academic style is merely to denote circumstances of the situation in the main clause, to 

state when and why something happened and to convey speakers’ comments on what 

they are saying. 

In terms of the theoretical and stylistic correspondence, almost all aspects were 

confirmed.  The only not acknowledged aspects are the use of though, the frequency of 

occurrence of reason, time and purpose clauses. Hence it could be said that the finding 

of academic style predominantly acknowledge the theoretical features of adverbial 

clauses acquired from literature. More precisely, 80 % of theoretical aspects correspond 

to those detected in academic style.  
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9. Resumé 
 Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá příslovečnými větami v anglickém odborném 

stylu. Největší pozornost je věnována větám časovým, příčinným, podmínkovým a 

přípustkovým. Hlavním cílem této práce je zhodnotit výskyt jednotlivých sémantických 

typů příslovečných vět v daném stylu a konstatovat, jaké typy se v odborném stylu 

vyskytují nejčastěji. Jednotlivé typy vět jsou dále klasifikovány taktéž z pohledu funkce, 

jakou mají ve větě a formy jejich realizace. Dále je také zkoumáno užití podřadicích 

spojek, které příslovečné věty v obdobném stylu uvozují. Veškerá tato hlediska 

příslovečných vět jsou zkoumána s ohledem na daný funkční styl. Dalším cílem této 

práce je prokázání hypotézy vytvořené na základě tvrzení Bibera a kolektivu. Tato 

hypotéza zní, že příčinné a přípustkové věty jsou mezi třemi nejčastějšími 

příslovečnými větami v odborném stylu. Úkolem této hypotézy je prokázat, zdali 

tvrzení těchto autorů, že věty podmínkové a přípustkové významně přispívají 

k vytvoření argumentů v odborném stylu, bude analýzou potvrzeno či nikoliv. 

Vedlejším cílem této práce je zjistit, zdali teoretické aspekty příslovečných vět jsou 

potvrzeny i v analýze těchto vět v daném stylu. Teorie je tedy aplikována do analytické 

části práce, aby bylo možné zanalyzovat jednotlivé sémantické typy příslovečných vět, 

jejich formu, funkci, užití podřadicích spojek a další aspekty vyjádřené v teoretické části 

s ohledem na daný funkční styl.  

 Celá práce je rozdělena do dvou větších celků, a to na část teoretickou a 

praktickou. Teoretická část začíná druhou kapitolou popisující základní charakteristiku 

a rozdělení anglických vedlejších vět, které jsou: jmenné, vztažné, srovnávací a 

příslovečné. Dále je v teoretické části obsažena kapitola třetí, která představuje základní 

znaky a vlastnosti příslovečných vět spolu s popisem vět, které jsou podobné větám 

příslovečným. A to především jmenné a vztažné věty, aby byl jasně znatelný rozdíl 

mezi těmito větami a větami příslovečnými. V této kapitole je také definována forma 

realizace neboli strukturní typy příslovečných vět, a to určité (finite) nebo neurčité tvary 

slovesné (non-finite), případně věty neslovesné (verbless). Čtvrtá kapitola hodnotí 

funkci příslovečných vět ze syntaktického hlediska. Ačkoliv se tato práce zabývá 

především adjunkty (adjuncts) a disjunkty (disjuncst), protože to jsou nejčastější funkce 

příslovečných vět, přiblížení konjunktů (conjuncts) a subjunktů (subjuncts) je taktéž 

nutné k rozpoznání rozdílů mezi všemi těmito typy příslovečných určení. Jsou zde 
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uvedeny rozdíly mezi adjunkty a disjunkty a jejich rozdělení, tj. sentence adjunct 

(nezávislé na predikaci, schopno být na všech pozicích ve větě) a predication adjunct 

(závislé na predikaci, poskytující doplnění slovesa), dále content disjunct (hodnotící 

obsah sdělení) a style disjunct (hodnotící způsob sdělení). Znaky a vlastnosti všech 

uvedených typů jsou dále charakterizovány.  

Nejrozsáhlejší teoretická kapitola, pátá, se věnuje příslovečným větám z pohledu 

sémantického, to znamená jaký je význam jednotlivých typů příslovečných vět. Tato 

kapitola nejdříve prezentuje různé teoretické přístupy hodnotící toto téma a upozorňuje 

na fakt, že jednotlivé podřadicí spojky mohou uvozovat různé sémantické typy 

příslovečných vět. Proto nelze brát spojky za spolehlivý ukazatel sémantického typu, ale 

je důležité se zaměřit na celkový význam věty a případně i její kontext. V první 

podkapitole páté kapitoly jsou popsány čtyři hlavní sémantické role příslovečných vět, 

které byly vybrány pro tuto práci, a to časové, příčinné, podmínkové a přípustkové věty. 

Další sémantické role, které se vyskytly v odborném stylu, věty účelové (purpose 

clauses), srovnávací (similarity and comparison clauses), komentující (comment 

clauses), porovnávající (contrast clauses) a účinkové věty (result clauses) jsou popsány 

pouze stručně. A to z důvodu, že jejich výskyt nebyl tak častý jako čtyř vybraných vět a 

také protože není místo je všechny popsat detailně. U jednotlivých sémantických typů 

příslovečných vět je uvedena jejich definice, forma jejich realizace, funkce, jakou mají 

ve větě, jejich nejčastěji používané podřadicí spojky, a další vlastnosti typické pro 

jednotlivé sémantické typy. Pro lepší porozumění jsou u všech gramatických jevů 

uvedeny ilustrující příklady převzaté z relevantní literatury. Jelikož existuje mnoho 

teoretických přístupů k terminologii a užití příslovečných vět, pro účel této práce byl 

vybrán systém Quirka a kolektivu, který je preferován v celé této práci. Pátá kapitola 

uzavírá celou teoretickou část. Teoretická část je strukturována takovým způsobem, aby 

jevy v ní uvedené a vysvětlené byly přímo reflektovány v části praktické, kde jsou jejich 

vlastnosti ověřovány na konkrétních příkladech vět vyskytujících se v odborném stylu. 

Z toho vyplývá, že teoretická část společně se zkoumaným vzorkem tvoří podklad pro 

zpracování analýzy. 

 Druhá část této bakalářské práce, analytická, je rozdělena do čtyř podkapitol, 

z níž první představuje úvod do výzkumu a výzkum samotný a druhá představuje 

analýzu příslovečných vět. V šesté kapitole jsou popsány základní znaky a 
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charakteristika anglického odborného stylu. Dále tato kapitola představuje zdroj 

korpusu, ze kterého byly vzorky odborného stylu převzaty, metody, které byly zvoleny 

pro zpracování cílů práce a formulaci hypotézy. Kapitola sedmá je věnována zjištěním, 

která vyplynula z provedeného výzkumu. Tato kapitola je rozdělena do čtyř dalších 

podkapitol, kde je uveden celkový výskyt sémantických typů příslovečných vět, dále 

jsou analyzovány hlavní čtyři typy příslovečných vět detailně: časové a příčinné (jako 

nejčastější příslovečné věty), podmínkové a přípustkové (vyskytující se v hypotéze). 

Právě jejich četnost a hypotéza sama je důvod, proč jsou tyto čtyři typy příslovečných 

vět preferovány a detailně popisovány. Jak již bylo řečeno, tyto typy jsou hodnoceny z 

hlediska jejich četnosti s ohledem na celý korpus a jsou studovány z hlediska formy, 

funkce, a dalších rysů, které jsou příznačné pro dané druhy vět s ohledem na daný styl. 

Všechny tyto aspekty jsou ilustrovány na konkrétních příkladech převzatých 

z odborného stylu a následně popsány. Některé sporné případy občas vedoucí 

k mnohoznačnosti jsou zde také okomentovány. Ve třetí podkapitole sedmé kapitoly 

jsou stručně analyzovány další příslovečné věty, které se vyskytly v odborném stylu: 

účelové, srovnávací, komentující, porovnávající a účinkové věty. Poslední podkapitola, 

která uzavírá celou analytickou část této práce, je věnována shrnutí analytické části a 

představení hlavních zjištění a výsledků.  

Korpus této práce se skládá ze 160 vzorových příslovečných vět, které byly 

uspořádány dle jejich sémantického typu. Vzorky vět byly převzaty z knihy, jejíž 

originální název zní The Handbook of Work and Health Psychology. Tuto příručku 

napsal autor Marc J. Schabracq s kolektivem a vydána byla roku 2003. Prvních 28 stran 

bylo využito pro výzkum a jelikož v jedné větě se občas vyskytlo více případů 

příslovečných vět, tato věta je v korpusu více než jednou. Tato příručka je jediným a 

tudíž primárním zdrojem analýzy, proto jsou v korpusu uvedeny pouze strany výskytu 

vzorků bez dalších referencí. Celý korpus, včetně uvedené formy a funkce jednotlivých 

vět, je přiložen v příloze č. 5. Korpus vět je řazen dle sémantických typů spolu s formou 

a funkcí v modré barvě pro lepší přehlednost. Podřadicí spojky jsou v korpusu i celé 

práci zvýrazněny tučně a příslovečná věta je v kurzívě. Příslovečné věty jsou v korpusu 

řazeny dle výskytu podle jejich výskytu na základě toho, která se objevila první, druhá 

atd., aby bylo vidět, kolik příslovečných vět se vyskytuje na jedné stránce. Pokud je 

vzorek použit v samotné analýze, je před touto větou umístěn malý červený kroužek. 
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Aby bylo ušetřeno místo a pro lepší přehlednost, věty v korpusu jsou uvedeny bez 

kontextu, avšak při samotné analýze byly věty zkoumány s ohledem na celý kontext. Co 

se týče zvolené metodologie, tato bakalářská práce se zaměřuje především na 

kvantitativní analýzu, zkoumá tedy četnost výskytů příslovečných vět v akademickém 

stylu. Kvalitativní analýza, jejíž hlavním cílem je porovnat aspekty teoretické s aspekty, 

které byly nalezeny při analýze v odborném stylu, byla taktéž provedena. Dále se 

analýza zabývá dalšími teoretickými aspekty s ohledem na hypotézu a daný styl.  

Co se týče výsledků týkajících se hlavních cílů práce, dalo by se říci, že je 

výskyt příslovečných vět v odborném stylu značně vysoký, jelikož na 28 stranách se 

vyskytlo 160 příkladů příslovečných vět. To znamená, že na jedné straně odborného 

stylu se vyskytlo průměrně 6 příslovečných vět. Nejčastějším typem příslovečných vět 

vyskytující se v odborném stylu je věta časová, která tvoří 37 % z celého korpusu. 

Druhým nejčastějším typem je věta příčinná, která činí 25 % příslovečných vět 

v odborném stylu. Na základě hypotézy, která říká, že podmínkové a přípustkové věty 

jsou mezi třemi nejčastějšími příslovečnými větami v odborném stylu, je možné 

konstatovat, že hypotéza byla potvrzena. A to proto, že podmínková i přípustková věta 

se vyskytla ve stejném počtu 19 výskytů (obě mají 12 % ze všech nalezených vět), což 

je třetí nejvyšší číslo. Nicméně je třeba podotknout, že časové věty se vyskytly 58krát a 

příčinné věty 25krát, což znamená, že počet těchto vět je téměř dvakrát tak velký než 

vět hypotetických (podmínkové a přípustkové). Přesto jsou však hypotetické věty mezi 

třemi nejčastějšími větami vyskytujícími se v odborném stylu. Takže Biberovo tvrzení, 

že podmínkové a přípustkové věty jsou významnými přispívateli k vytváření argumentů 

v odborném stylu, bylo potvrzeno. Další příslovečné věty, které se vyskytly v odborném 

stylu jsou účelové (11 výskytů), srovnávací (11 výskytů), komentující (9 výskytů), 

porovnávající (6 výskytů) a účinkové věty (1 výskyt). Nejčastější příslovečné podřadicí 

spojky vyskytující se v odborném stylu jsou když = when (41 příkladů), protože, když, 

jako = as (24 příklady), pokud, když, jestliže = if (18 příkladů) a zatímco, když = while 

(12 příkladů). 

Pokud jde o formu realizace příslovečné věty, většina analyzovaných vedlejších 

vět byla realizována pomocí určitých tvarů slovesných, konkrétně tomu tak bylo ve 128 

případech z celkového počtu 160 zkoumaných vět, což tvoří celkem 80 % ze všech 

příslovečných vět. Realizace prostřednictvím neurčitých tvarů měla menší zastoupení 
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(25 výskytů), protože její používání může občas vést k mnohoznačnosti a vzhledem k 

tomu, že vyjádření v odborném stylu musí být co nejpřesnější, nejjasnější a 

nejvystižnější, věty tvořené neurčitými slovesnými tvary jsou použity jen v případě, 

když si je autor naprosto jist, že nehrozí mnohoznačnost a špatné pochopení významu 

věty. Neurčité tvary slovesné a věty neslovesné tedy nejsou v odborném stylu časté. 

Neurčitý tvar slovesný se vyskytl 25krát a věty neslovesné pouze 7krát.  

Syntaktická funkce příslovečných vět je nejčastěji sentence adjunct (64 výskytů) 

a content disjunct (50 výskytů). Třetí nejčastější funkcí je předication adjunct (36 

případů) a funkce style disjunct se v odborném stylu vyskytuje jen velmi zřídka (7 

případů). Na základě těchto výsledků lze říci, že nejčastější funkcí příslovečných vět je 

popsat okolnosti situace v hlavní větě, upřesnit kde a kdy se něco stane a zprostředkovat 

komentáře mluvčích o tom, co říkají.  

Odborný styl samotný ovlivňuje výskyt příslovečných vět především co se týče 

jeho formality, neosobnosti a odbornosti. Jelikož je hlavní důraz kladen na prezentaci 

informací, je toto odraženo na použití příslovečných vět i dalších jejich aspektů, jako 

například jejich struktura, forma realizace, užití spojek atd. Každý typ příslovečné věty 

je ovlivněn stylem trochu jinak. Například příčinná věta je v odborném stylu častá, 

protože odpovídá na otázky proč, což je důležitý aspekt, protože tento styl musí být co 

nejjasnější a nejsrozumitelnější, tudíž odpověď na otázky proč se nějaký proces děje 

nebo proč určité věci dělají to co dělají apod. je velmi podstatná.  

Co se týče potvrzení shody teoretické části s výsledky analýzy, téměř všechny 

aspekty byly potvrzeny. Bylo řečeno, že určitá forma je nejčastější v odborném stylu a 

na druhé straně, že neurčitý tvar slovesný, přesněji řečeno ed-clause, a neslovesné věty 

jsou velmi výjimečné v odborném stylu, což bylo potvrzeno. Co se týče podmínkových 

vět, přímá podmínka byla předpokládána jako častější než nepřímá a podřadicí spojka 

jestliže (if)  byla vnímána jako nejčastější. Oba tyto aspekty byly v analýze potvrzeny. 

Dále bylo prokázáno, že nejčastější funkce přípustkových vět je content disjunct, ale na 

druhé straně nebylo potvrzeno použití neformální podřadicí spojky ačkoliv = though. 

Dalším neprokázaným aspektem byl ne příliš častý výskyt příčinných vět, ale výskyt 

přímé příčiny častěji než nepřímé potvrzen byl. Content disjunct je funkce příčinných 

vět, která byla předpokládána jako nejčastější stejně jako podřadicí spojky as a because 

(protože), což bylo odborném stylu prokázáno. Naopak výskyt časové věty nebyl 
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potvrzen. Tvrzení, že určitá a neurčitá forma je užívána k vyjádření času nejčastěji bylo 

potvrzeno. Poté bylo taktéž prokázáno, že spojka while (když, zatímco) se vyskytuje 

častěji při vyjádření přípustky než času a že když (when) je nejčastější časová spojka. 

Užití účelových vět potvrzeno nebylo. Mezi nepotvrzené aspekty tedy patří užití spojky 

ačkoliv = though a výskyt časových, příčinných a účelových vět. Závěrem lze říci, že 

analytická zjištění převážně potvrzují teoretická zjištění příslovečných vět získaných 

z literatury. Přesněji řečeno, 80 % teoretických aspektů odpovídají těm, které byly 

zjištěny v odborném stylu. Přehledné číselné vyjádření výsledků výzkumu je uvedeno v 

tabulkách uvedených v přílohách číslo 1, 2, 3 a 4. 
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11. Appendices 
 
Appendix 1 
 

Overall occurrence of adverbial clauses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 2 
 
 

The structural types of adverbial clauses 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Semantic role Number of occurrences % 
Time 58 36 
Reason 25 15 
Condition 19 12 
Concession 19 12 
Purpose 12 8 
Similarity, comparison 11 7 
Comment 9 6 
Contrast 6 4 
Result 1 1 
TOTAL 160 100 

Non-finite  
Semantic role  Finite  

-ing -ed  -to 
Verbless  

Time 53 5       
Reason  23       2 
Condition 17       2 
Concessive  16       3 
Purpose        12   
Similarity and comparison  9   2     
Comment 3 4 2     
Contrast  6         
Result  1         

TOTAL (out of 160 samples) 128 9 4 12 7 
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Appendix 3 

 
 

Syntactic functions of adverbial clauses 
 
 

Adjunct Disjunct Semantic role  
Sentence Predication Content Style 

Time 44 14     
Reason  5 4 16   
Condition 13 1   5 
Concessive      19   
Purpose  10 2     
Similarity and comparison  1 6 4   
Comment     4 5 
Contrast      6   
Result      1   

73 27 50 10 TOTAL (out of 160 samples) 
100 60 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 4 

 
The most frequent subordinators 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 

Subordinator / preposition Semantic role 
when as if while 

Time 41 1  6 
Reason    13     
Condition     18   
Similarity and comparison    5     
Comment   5     
Contrast        6 
TOTAL 41 24 18 12 
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Appendix 5 

The data corpus 
  
TIME CLAUSES 
1. This is considered to be more difficult for senior personnel, especially when these 

changes are ill-considered and forced upon them. (p. 4) 
    (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
2. A good example of the latter is the growing understanding that task underload— mainly 

stemming from work that offers too few challenges—may act as an important source of 
trouble, especially when it comes in big quantities (e.g. Karasek & Theorell, 1990).  (p. 4) 

         (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
3. ○ Something similar applies when the concept of “employability” is the point of 

departure: here too, unneeded health risks are to be avoided, as these are detrimental to 
employability. (p. 5) 

       (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
4. Shirom then surveys the effects of stress on health in Chapter 4, while Semmer pays 

attention to the role played by individual differences when it comes to stress and health in 
Chapter 5. (p. 5) 
(finite, predication adjunct) 

 
5. ○ When we look around, we see very familiar surroundings. (p. 10) 
         (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
6. Maybe we indulge in some sexual activity, but then—after having set our alarm clock!—

we are overtaken by sleep, at least when everything is going well, and lose consciousness 
again. (p. 10) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
7. Maybe we indulge in some sexual activity, but then—after having set our alarm clock!—

we are overtaken by sleep, at least when everything is going well, and lose consciousness 
again. (p. 10) 

 (non-finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
8. All in all, when we look honestly at a normal working day, we can only be surprised 

about the immense quantity of repetition we bring about. (p. 10) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
9. ○ We experience all of this as living in the here and now, temporally forgetting about the 

rest of the world. (p. 11) 
 (non-finite: ing-clause, predication adjunct)  
 
10. Still, as life happens only once and is of a limited length, every reality that we abstain 

from is a lost possibility forever: by behaving as we do, we develop our talents in a 
certain direction, while necessarily aborting further developments in all other directions. 
(p. 11) 

 (non-finite: ing-clause, sentence adjunct) 
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11. ○ The repetition inherent in normal functioning can also be described as a form of self 
discipline: we see to it that we attend only to what matters to us, over and over, while 
ignoring the rest. (p. 11) 

 (non-finite: ing-clause, sentence adjunct)   
 
12. For example, in the elevator or in the canteen, we hardly pay attention to employees 

whom we don’t know personally, even when their faces look familiar. (p. 11) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
13. The existence of these rules only becomes obvious when they are violated. (p. 12) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
14. The reason to elaborate here on integrity lies in the fact that when integrity prevails we 

are free of stress complaints. (p. 14) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
15. While acting in integrity, each activity at hand has a beginning, an end and an internal 

structure of separate acts, each of which has to be performed successively. (p. 14) 
 (non-finite: ing-clause, sentence adjunct) 
 
16. What we are doing, our activity, is comprehensible to them, while what they are doing is 

comprehensible to us, at least in principle. (p. 15) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
17. For instance, when we see ourselves primarily as responsible for everything, we tend to 

dislike careless people who show no responsibility at all. (p. 15) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
18. However, this inverse sub-persona, called the “shadow side” (Jung, 1970) or “allergy” 

(Ofman, 1995), can make its appearance and become dominant when integrity breaks 
down, for instance in the second stage of a stress process, as discussed later in this chapter 
(see also Schabracq et al., 2000). (p. 15) 

 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
19. ○ When integrity prevails, acting appears to go by itself. (p. 16) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
20. When the task proceeds, this hierarchy changes in a stringent, but implicit and more or 

less automatic, way. (p. 16) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
21. ○ Once such a division of attention is realised, it enables us to keep our attention on what 

is most important within the frame of the task. (p. 17) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
22. A task can function as a figure in so far as it is involving and challenging enough; that is 

to say, when it affords us enough, when it has sufficient “affordance” (Gibson, 1979). (p. 
17) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
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23. A task can function as a figure in so far as it is involving and challenging enough; that is 
to say, when it affords us enough, when it has sufficient “affordance” (Gibson, 1979). (p. 
17) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
24. While I talk and the flies buzz, a sea gull catches a fish at the mouth of the Amazon, a tree 

falls in the Adirondack wilderness, a man sneezes in Germany, a horse dies in Tartary, 
and twins are born in France. (p. 17-18) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
25. As long as everything goes well, we submit ourselves to the situational rules without a 

thought and, more or less automatically, get into the corresponding state of consciousness 
as well. (p. 18) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
26. We have all experienced the instant amnesias that occur when we get too far on some 

tangent so we “lose the thread of thought” or “forget what we were going to do”. (p. 19) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
27. We usually experience this many times a day, for instance when we wake up, when we 

are startled by something, when we cannot concentrate and, essentially—if we at least 
would pay attention to it—each time we blink our eyes. (p. 19) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
28. We usually experience this many times a day, for instance when we wake up, when we 

are startled by something, when we cannot concentrate and, essentially—if we at least 
would pay attention to it—each time we blink our eyes. (p. 19) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
29. We usually experience this many times a day, for instance when we wake up, when we 

are startled by something, when we cannot concentrate and, essentially—if we at least 
would pay attention to it—each time we blink our eyes. (p. 19) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
30. When people actually complain about such things, this is usually seen as a serious 

psychiatric symptom, called depersonalization or derealisation. (p. 19) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
31. This happens when we have to perform a certain task which we are not able or willing to 

perform, for example because something from the outside is interfering with what we are 
doing. (p. 19) 

 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
32. When it is there, it is the result of a lot of our own hard work. (p. 19) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
33. This can take the form of the so-called Zeigarnik effect, the tendency to finish unfinished 

tasks, just for the sake of finishing it, also when this serves no external purposes 
anymore. (p. 21) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
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34. So, once we have really chosen to do something, the supervision over its execution and 
continuation becomes more or less automatic, as they are transferred to mechanisms 
outside of our immediate awareness. (p. 21) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
35. However, it also can be applied to the continuation of unpleasant work, once the idea of 

doing it—the suggestion—is firmly installed in the worker’s mind. (p. 21) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct)  
 
36. When this sequence did not immediately result in the expected reward, the rats 

persevered with more energy in that same sequence. (p. 21) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
37. ○ In the everyday practice of work, this may mean that we may just go on as long as the 

end state is not accomplished. (p. 21)  
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
38. One point is crucial for all these forms of reciprocal inhibition described above: they are 

only effective as long as the dominant response remains dominant. (p. 22) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
39. Another side of this phenomenon is that work may become a welcome refuge, when the 

rest of our life is not going so well, for example when we are confronted with a very ill or 
dying family member at home. (p. 22) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
40. Another side of this phenomenon is that work may become a welcome refuge, when the 

rest of our life is not going so well, for example when we are confronted with a very ill or 
dying family member at home. (p. 22) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
41. This happens for instance when it challenges us in the right way. (p. 22) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
42. The challenge is too low when the task is boring, in the sense of being too easy, too 

monotonous and too meaningless (for example Hackman&Oldham, 1980), or when it 
does not offer enough activity to keep us busy.  (p. 23) 

 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
43. The challenge is too low when the task is boring, in the sense of being too easy, too 

monotonous and too meaningless (for example Hackman&Oldham, 1980), or when it 
does not offer enough activity to keep us busy. (p. 23) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
44. Such a task does not provide sufficient meaning to justify our presence at the work site, 

especially when we realise that it is keeping us away from more meaningful and 
rewarding activities. (p. 23) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
45. Once we have mastered the task too well, however, we lose the experience of flow. (p. 

23) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
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46. Already at a very tender age, most of us have specific ideas about what we want to do 
when we grow up and some of us actually choose that line of work. (p. 24) 

 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
47. When this socialisation is unsuccessful or when they turn out not to be able to do the job 

well, people don’t feel at home there and generally don’t like what they are doing. (p. 25) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
48. When this socialisation is unsuccessful or when they turn out not to be able to do the job 

well, people don’t feel at home there and generally don’t like what they are doing. (p. 25) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct)  
 
49. Once employees are hired, they start to become socialised: they grow into their work and 

the organisation. (p. 25) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
50. Though this may be not the most salient outcome of work at first sight, it certainly is 

something that we often miss dearly when we retire or lose our job. (p. 25-26) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
51. To work and to love, arbeiten und lieben, as Freud stated, probably are the most 

important human activities indeed when it comes to manufacturing reality. (p. 27) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
52. Something comparable may occur when we are no longer able and/or willing to attend to 

our work optimally because of some event. (p. 27) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
53. ○ Stress evolves when we must do something that we are not able and/or willing to do. (p. 

27)  
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
54. On the other hand, work that offers too little challenge to keep us involved (Goffman, 

1963), while we must do it anyhow, demands from us that we force ourselves to stay 
involved. (p. 28) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
55. When we assess such events as unwanted or even threatening, we then can consider what 

we can do about it (Lazarus, 1966). (p. 28) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct)  
 
56. ○ When there is nothing to be done about it immediately, we enter stage 1 of the general 

adaptation syndrome or stress process. (p. 28) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
57. When this happens at our work, we usually are no longer able to keep our attention on 

our work tasks. (p. 28)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
58. Obviously, this is how it is, at least as long as we cannot find another job. (p. 28)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct)  
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REASON CLAUSES 
59. ○ Moreover, as a consequence of logistically oriented approaches such as just-in-time 

management combined with more client-oriented forms of flexibility of production, 
organisations experience more explicitly a growing shortage of time. (p. 1) 

 (verbless, content disjunct)  
 
60. ○ Something similar applies when the concept of “employability” is the point of 

departure: here too, unneeded health risks are to be avoided, as these are detrimental to 
employability. (p. 5)  

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
61. ○ As the primary object of work and health psychology consists of occupational health 

and well-being in their own right, this chapter goes into the dynamics of everyday 
working life and its relation to well-being. (p. 9)  

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
62. As integrity is not an intra-personal concept, the perspective here is essentially a 

cultural–anthropological one. (p. 9) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
63. This may be the case because the idea of repetition does not appeal to us. (p. 10) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
64. ○ However, maybe we just don’t notice the repetition in our lives because is it so 

omnipresent, so common and normal. (p. 10) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
65. Still, as life happens only once and is of a limited length, every reality that we abstain 

from is a lost possibility forever: by behaving as we do, we develop our talents in a 
certain direction, while necessarily aborting further developments in all other directions. 
(p. 11) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
66. We know we can do it, because we have done it before, many times. (p. 11) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
67. We seldom pass these borders, though we don’t experience them as such most of the time, 

simply because we don’t pay attention to them. (p. 12) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
68. Here too, we do so because this allows us to keep our attention on our immediate goals. 

(p. 12)  
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
69. As a result, an appropriate territory has a crucial survival value, as it enables the animal 

to obtain food, shelter, some safety and options for procreation. (p. 13)  
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
70. ○ Also we may assume that a task ground is, generally speaking, very well known and 

familiar to us, because of the repetition inherent in work. (p. 17)  
 (verbless, content disjunct) 
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71. As a result, we can experience ourselves also as real persons: we exist as persons and 
because we are continuously more or less the same, we experience ourselves and our 
environment as quite normal. (p. 18)  

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
72. This happens when we have to perform a certain task which we are not able or willing to 

perform, for example because something from the outside is interfering with what we are 
doing. (p. 19)  

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
73. First of all, because work is so overwhelmingly present, most of us hardly see any 

alternative. (p. 20)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
74. ○ Because everyday work is so repetitious and familiar to us, we know exactly what it 

does to us. (p. 20)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
75. As much work tends to be repetitious—though the length of the cycle may vary—this 

principle may be of great importance in the continuation of work. (p. 21)  
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
76. So, once we have really chosen to do something, the supervision over its execution and 

continuation becomes more or less automatic, as they are transferred to mechanisms 
outside of our immediate awareness. (p. 21)  

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
77. As work becomes the dominant behavioural pattern, inhibiting all other possibilities, it 

can positively influence our peace of mind by keeping away interfering, unpleasant ideas 
originating from other life domains. (p. 22)  

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
78. As we must perform the task anyhow, we have to force ourselves to attend to it. (p. 23) 
 (finite, content disjunct)  
 
79. As executing these tasks does not demand our full mental capacity, it leaves us with some 

reserve, which we may use to do something else, something that we like to do and that 
does not interfere with our task. (p. 24)  

 (non-finite: ing-clause, content disjunct) 
 
80. It may then be at the expense of our reserves, also because it makes it difficult to unwind, 

which interferes with our sleep and recuperation. (p. 24)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct)  
 
81. We may choose a line of work because we have a special aptitude, interest or even 

fascination for it. (p. 24)  
  (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
82. As these outcomes are of influence on our general quality of functioning and well-being, 

their diminishment may affect the quality of our work negatively also. (p. 26)  
 (finite, content disjunct)  
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83. As we lose control over our task performance, having to perform the task anyhow then 
becomes a serious stress source. (p. 28)   

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
CONDITIONAL CLAUSES 
84. Especially not, if we realise that a stress process is the result of having to do something 

which we do not want or are unable to do. (p. 2) 
 (finite, style disjunct) 
 
85. ○ We see a familiar face in the mirror and, if there are other people around, they also 

look and sound very familiar. (p. 10)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
86. ○ If there is nobody else, we can put on the TV or radio, which happens to broadcast very 

familiar programmes brought to us by familiar people. (p. 10)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
87. ○ However, this only happens if our activities are sufficiently challenging and engrossing 

to get and keep us involved (Goffman, 1963). (p. 11)  
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
88. If necessary—and possible—animals defend their territories. (p. 13) 
 (verbless, style disjunct) 
 
89. If it is threatened, we defend it fiercely, if necessary and possible, just as animals defend 

their territory. (p. 16)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
90. ○ If it is threatened, we defend it fiercely, if necessary and possible, just as animals 

defend their territory. (p. 16) 
 (verbless, style disjunct) 
 
91. If this motivation is insufficient, the task loses its figure quality. (p. 17) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct)  
 
92. Think of what would remain of it if we collectively decided to stop working there. (p. 18)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
93. ○ As long as integrity prevails, we know what to expect. (p. 18)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
94. ○ We usually experience this many times a day, for instance when we wake up, when we 

are startled by something, when we cannot concentrate and, essentially—if we at least 
would pay attention to it—each time we blink our eyes. (p. 19) 

 (finite, style disjunct) 
 
95. ○ I imagine, sometimes, that if a film could be made of one’s life, every other frame 

would be death. (p. 19)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
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96. This is an illustration of the principle that, if certain things take the form they do, this 
effectively prevents other forms from appearing (Bourdieu, 1989, pp. 86–7). (p. 20) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct)  
 
97. If you are not born—or married—rich and you want to make an honest living, working is 

the way. (p. 20)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
98. If a job leaves us with some mental reserve capacity, another option consists of 

surrendering ourselves to reflection and daydreaming, which can be very pleasurable to 
some of us. (p. 24)  

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
99. If this still may sound somewhat too exotic, it may be remembered that many of us can get 

a good feeling from simple activities such as gardening, needlework, simple repair work 
around the house, cleaning up or doing the dishes. (p. 24) 

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
100. All the factors described above may play a role in making work fun, but probably the 

most important one—that is, if we are lucky—is that we often love what we are doing at 
work. (p. 24) 

 (finite, style disjunct) 
 
101. If our work is paid very well, it even may allow us a luxurious lifestyle and a high 

position in society. (p. 25)  
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
102. If the quality of the results of our work—the services we render, the products we 

manufacture—are highly valued in society, these too may provide us high status and 
prestige. (p. 25)  

 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
CONCESSIVE CLAUSES 
103. Though the global economy shows a much slower growth now, this probably will not 

soften the competition, but only reinforce the necessity of clever organisational 
adaptations. (p. 1) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
104. Also, there is now much more knowledge about interventions (see for example Cartwright 

& Cooper, 1997; Kompier & Cooper, 2000; Kompier et al., 1996; Schabracq et al., 2001), 
though this knowledge is still less widespread than we would like to see. (p. 4) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
105. Though we abstain in this way from all other possible realities at that moment, most of 

the time, we do not experience this as a restriction. (p. 11) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
106. We seldom pass these borders, though we don’t experience them as such most of the time, 

simply because we don’t pay attention to them. (p. 12) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
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107. Essentially, this discipline we exercise over our attention is an important way to keep 
ourselves in our recurrent activities, though we are hardly aware of the fact that we do it 
in such a way. (p. 12) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
108. Though all this allows human beings more flexibility in this respect, infractions on and 

losses of (parts of) territory may evoke quite similar stress reactions in humans and other 
mammals, certainly at a physiological level (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970). (p. 13) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
109. Though integrity may remind us of what usually are described as ego processes, it is not 

meant as a psychological or intra-personal concept. (p. 14) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
110. ○ It allows us to design and to shape our environment, to behave in a meaningful way and 

to control, to a certain degree, our environment and personal functioning, as well as its 
outcomes, though admittedly within a relatively small world. (p. 14) 

 (verbless, content disjunct) 
 
111. Though the concept of integrity obviously is related to concepts such as “identity”, “self”, 

“ego” and “personality”, there is one important difference. (p. 14) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
112. ○ Though integrity is not the most common concept, it has a respectable history in this 

area. (p. 16) 
  (finite, content disjunct) 
  
113. As became clear from the description of reality as a journey through a landscape of stage 

scenes, reality is essentially living an illusion, though a self-chosen and—partly—
selfconstructed one. (p. 18) 

 (verbless, content disjunct) 
 
114. However, in a less spectacular way, loss of reality lies at the base of—or is at least a 

normal accompaniment to—all work stress phenomena, though this seldom is worded in 
this way. (p. 19) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
115. As much work tends to be repetitious—though the length of the cycle may vary—this 

principle may be of great importance in the continuation of work. (p. 21) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
116. Though originally more a perceptual phenomenon—for instance, a line drawn with the 

help of a pair of compasses that almost constitutes a circle is seen by us as a circle 
anyhow, only with one part “missing”—this idea was also applied to working tasks. (p. 
21) 

 (verbless, content disjunct) 
 
117. ○ As such, it may be a characteristic coping mechanism of the second stage of stress (see 

Section 2.4), though it is also common in the first stage of stress. (p. 22) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
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118. Though we return to this later, we now already want to state that the challenge inherent 
in the task is not only dependent on the intrinsic task characteristics. (p. 23) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
119. Though rituals of course have religious connotations, they also can be described as 

simple behavioural sequences that have to be performed as well as possible and that have 
no other purpose than evoking a pleasant, centred state of mind (Schipper, 1988). (p. 24) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
120. Though this may be not the most salient outcome of work at first sight, it certainly is 

something that we often miss dearly when we retire or lose our job. (p. 25-26) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
121. Though these surely are stress reactions, we ourselves often do not experience them as 

such. (p. 28) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
PURPOSE CLAUSES 
122. The costs and other problems related to occupational health have induced governments to 

make laws and to enforce policies to protect their working population. (p. 4) 
 (non-finite: to-infinitive, predication adjunct) 
 
123. Also, a lot of studies are conducted to explore the risks in this area. (p. 4) 
 (non-finite: to- infinitive, predication adjunct) 
 
124. In the Jewish-Christian tradition, this ethical side of work is heavily emphasised: work as 

penance for the primal sin and good works as a means to get a place in heaven (see 
Achterhuis, 1984; Arendt, 1958; Schabracq & Boerlijst, 1992). (p. 15) 

 (non-finite: to-infinitive, predication adjunct) 
 
125. As a matter of fact, we can use social representations actively to build up and defend our 

integrity. (p. 15) 
 (non-finite: to-infinitive, predication adjunct) 
 
126. We apply meanings to describe, rectify, justify, celebrate, modulate or negate our actions. 

(p. 15) 
 (non-finite: to-infinitive, predication adjunct) 
 
127. It is as if a competent and attentive magician seems to go out of his way to make sure that 

our attention is diverted to the intended direction every time it is about to be focused on 
something that is incompatible with task performance (Schabracq, 1987). (p. 18) 

 (non-finite: to-infinitive, predication adjunct) 
 
128. To answer these questions, we turn to the psychological literature on motivation. (p. 19) 
 (non-finite: to-infinitive, sentence adjunct) 
 
129. We need such a level in order to develop ourselves and to stay healthy (Hebb, 1966). (p. 

20) 
 (non-finite: to-infinitive, predication adjunct) 
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130. This law is used mainly to explain phenomena such as addictions, fear of heights and the 
attraction that a hole in the ice holds for an untrained skater. (p. 21) 

 (non-finite: to-infinitive, predication adjunct) 
 
131. ○ We may ignore these in order to get the job done. (p. 22) 
 (non-finite: to-infinitive, predication adjunct) 
 
132. In order to prevent feelings of alienation and emptiness—normal accompaniments of 

massive denial—we overly identify with the rules and goals laid out by our superiors and 
organization. (p. 22) 

 (non-finite: to-infinitive, sentence adjunct) 
 
133. A closely related possibility for executing simple tasks consists of treating them as rituals 

and to use them to nourish our peace of mind. (p. 24) 
 (non-finite, predication adjunct) 
 
SIMILARITY AND COMPARISON CLAUSES 
134. Some of these influences are far from friendly, as witnessed by the attacks on the World 

Trade Center and the Pentagon in September 2001. (p. 1)  
 (non-finite: ed-clause, content disjunct) 
 
135. Still, as life happens only once and is of a limited length, every reality that we abstain 

from is a lost possibility forever: by behaving as we do, we develop our talents in a 
certain direction, while necessarily aborting further developments in all other directions. 
(p. 11)  

 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
136. By this discipline of attention, we enable ourselves to live in the present repeating 

situation as if it were the only possible reality. (p. 12)  
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
137. As all members of the (sub)culture recognise, denominate and use these social 

representations, they also comprise the medium for communication with them. (p. 13)  
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
138. It is like making a path by constantly stepping in our own footsteps. (p. 14) 
 (non-finite: ing-clause, predication adjunct) 
 
139. If it is threatened, we defend it fiercely, if necessary and possible, just as animals defend 

their territory. (p. 16) 
 (finite, sentence adjunct) 
 
140. On any one of these, we may react as if the rest did not exist. (James, 1890/1950, vol. II, 

footnote, p. 635). (p. 18) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
141. It is as if a competent and attentive magician seems to go out of his way to make sure that 

our attention is diverted to the intended direction every time it is about to be focused on 
something that is incompatible with task performance (Schabracq, 1987). (p. 18) 

 (finite, predication adjunct) 
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142. As became clear from the description of reality as a journey through a landscape of stage 
scenes, reality is essentially living an illusion, though a self-chosen and—partly—
selfconstructed one. (p. 18) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
143. We feel we are, more or less, witness to the whole world, as if we are actually living in 

the kind of reality that James described at the beginning of this section. (p. 19) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
144. ○ It just creeps on and it appears as if there are no real occasions to do anything special 

anymore. (p. 26) 
 (finite, predication adjunct) 
 
COMMENT CLAUSES 
145. Generally speaking, we find ourselves in a focused state of consciousness: we are busy, 

with a certain intensity and effort, bodily as well as mentally, focusing exclusively on our 
activity of the moment, without unnecessary role switches. (p. 11) 

 (non-finite: ing-clause, style disjunct) 
 
146. Generally speaking, a territory is a certain space that an animal takes care of (Kaufman, 

1971). (p. 13) 
 (non-finite: ing-clause, style disjunct) 
 
147. However, this inverse sub-persona, called the “shadow side” (Jung, 1970) or “allergy” 

(Ofman, 1995), can make its appearance and become dominant when integrity breaks 
down, for instance in the second stage of a stress process, as discussed later in this 
chapter (see also Schabracq et al., 2000). (p. 15) 

 (non-finite: ed-clause, content disjunct) 
 
148. ○ Also we may assume that a task ground is, generally speaking, very well known and 

familiar to us, because of the repetition inherent in work. (p. 17) 
 (non-finite: ing-clause, style disjunct) 
 
149. As I said, we break it: we break it into histories, and we break it into arts, and we break it 

into sciences; and then we begin to feel at home. (p. 18) 
 (finite, style disjunct) 
 
150. This does not mean that reality does not exist, as often is stated. (p. 19) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
151. Generally speaking, these factors have a relatively high visibility, and everybody knows 

about them. (p. 25) 
 (non-finite: ing-clause, style disjunct) 
 
152. As stated before, work can be fun too. (p. 22) 
 (non-finite: ed-clause, content disjunct) 
 
153. As we have seen in Section 2.3, a task ideally binds our attention without any effort or 

force from our side: it gets us involved. (p. 22) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
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CONTRAST CLAUSES 
154. The separate national economies of the world, stemming from completely different 

cultures, are becoming more interdependent, while global competition has become much 
more intense and complex. (p. 1) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
155. ○ Shirom then surveys the effects of stress on health in Chapter 4, while Semmer pays 

attention to the role played by individual differences when it comes to stress and health in 
Chapter 5. (p. 5) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
156. In Chapter 18, Kleber and van der Velden examine acute stress in the work situation, 

while Schaufeli and Buunk survey the literature about burnout in Chapter 19. (p. 5) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
157. Murphy reviews the state of the art of stress management programmes in Chapter 25, 

while Fletcher describes his FIT approach to work stress and health in Chapter 26. (p. 5) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
158. Meyer, in Chapter 27, then goes into coaching and counselling, while Schabracq in 

Chapter 28 gives an overview of what an organisation can do about its employees’ well-
being and health. (p. 5) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
159. It was used in similar ways by Rümke (1939), Lecky (1945), Cofer & Appley (1964) and 

Fromm (1955), while Erikson (1968) reserved it for the last life phase: integrity as the 
crown on the development of identity. (p. 16) 

 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
RESULT CLAUSE 
160. ○ We have all experienced the instant amnesias that occur when we get too far on some 

tangent so we “lose the thread of thought” or “forget what we were going to do”.  (p. 19) 
 (finite, content disjunct) 
 
 
 
 
 


